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WEATHER MAN MOST -
UNKIND TO FALL FAIR
C O LD , B L U S T E R IN G  BREEZES FR O M  T H E  N O R T H  
P R E V A IL  B O T H  D A Y S  A N D  S E R IO U S L Y  C U R ­
T A IL  A T T E N D A N C E — W E D N P S D A Y  S P O R TS  
p r o g r a m m e  N E C E S S to L V  C A N C E L L E D  
— F R U IT  D IS P L A Y  IS E X C E L L E N T
, In bygone years tlic Kelowna Fa 
Fair has experienced various kinds of 
weather, sometimes ideal, as was the 
cdse last year, sometime’s not so go"od, 
but rarely has it happened that condi 
tions on both days were such as to 
militate against a large attendance o: 
the public. If one day happened to be 
i ‘Wet or squally, the other day generally 
made up for it in pleasantness. But 
( this year old King Boreas decided to 
make iiis power felt, and on both days 
he,blew his icy breath from .the North 
with sjuch force that, many who wpuk 
. have been spectators under more plea­
sant circumstances felt unable to  face 
' thd blast and abode by their own 
warm firesides in preference, with sad 
results to the paid attendance,
On Tuesday, heavy rain fell, render­
ing the race track in bad shape for the 
holding of sports, but it was not so 
much the condition of the ground as 
the chill blasts from the , North that 
caused cancellation of the sports pro­
gramme on Wednesday. Father than 
cause added disappointment to the 
. competitors, the directors decided to go 
ahead with the sports programme, on 
Thursday afternoon,-and as these lines 
arei'being written the events are being 
ruii off. The results will, be given in 
; our next issue.
' In former years, the Fair was nom­
inally held on three days, although 
open to the public only on,’ two, the 
first day being devoted to judging.: A 
'departure was made this year in res­
tricting the official date to two days 
only, and the innovation has not proved 
a happy one, as many of the exhibits 
arrived late and judging \vas still being 
carried on yesterday. The result is 
that a complete list of the'awards is 
.not available for this week’s issue, pub­
lication of which accordingly is hot be­
ing deferred until Friday morning, 
such has been the'practice in the past. 
The prize list will appear next week.
Ho\V̂ ever, though many things com­
bined against the active efforts of a 
hard-working 'Board of Directors to 
make this year’s exhibition and sports a 
success, it is possible to say with every 
element of that.the Fair was fully 
up to expectations, as in some of the 
divisions the exhibits were of exception­
al excellence and the main building pre­
sented a sight which fully demonstrat­
ed the wonderful agricultural and horti
packed boxes  o f  S py , D e lic iou s, W a g -  
cner, Jonathan , G rim e s  G o ld en , M c ­
Intosh and  Y e l lo w  N e w t o w n  app les, 
a n d ' there  w e re  a lso  spiccimeiis o f  v a r ­
ious k in ds o f  g ra p e s  as w e ll as  w alnu ts, 
filberts and  honey . A lto g e th e r , this 
district d isp lay  w a s  qu ite  one  of. the 
sights o f  the exh ib ition .
A d jo in in g  the B c lg o ‘d isp lay  w a s  the 
stand o f  the K e lo w n a  W o m e n 's  In s t i­
tute, an  instructive exh ib it  s h o w in g  the 
goqd w o rk  the m e m b e rs  'o f that o rg a n ­
ization accom plish . I t  w a s  a rra n g e d  en  
tircly b y  the m em b e rs  o f  the Institute, 
and inc luded  a n u m ber o f  a rt id e s ,  
m ostly r u g s , ' h o p k e d -w o rk  m ats and  
qqilts, m ^de b y  those lad ies an d  so ld  
to  raise fun ds fo r  c a rry in g  on  their  
good w o rk . A t  this stand  ligh t re fre sh ­
ments w e re  se rved  o f a  k ind  v e ry  w e l­
come to  the av e ra g e  v is ito r. A h  exh ib it  
featuring h o w  to be healthy , the Care 
o f  sick peop le  in  the ir o w n  hom es, 
child w e lfa re  w o rk  an d  h yg ien e  as  
taught in  P u b lic  S ch oo ls  a lso  p ro v id ed  
a  d isp lay at once  in teresting  and  in ­
structive.
Beside the Institute, exhibit,' at the 
west entrance, was the booth of Leckie 
Jardware, Ltd. This contained chief- 
‘Trigidaire” electric refrigerators 
and the “Maytag Gyrafoam’’ electric 
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Frost And Snow Prevalent Generally 
Throughout Manitoba, Saskatche- 
V wan And Alberta
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a p p l e
SHOW AT VANCOUVER!








Twenty Bretlircn From Maple Leaf 
Lodge, Kamloops Are Quests Of 
Orchard City Lodge \
On tile evening of Wednesday, Sep­
tember iSth, the meirnbers of Orchard
ms GRACE OF 
LONDON VISITS 
ORCHARD CITY
WINNIPEG, Sept. 23.—-Harvesting 
in Western Canada, already delayed 
many weeks in most districts by in­
clement weather, received another seri­
ous setback yesterday, when wintry 
conditions brought rain and snow gen­
erally throughput Manitoba, Saskat­
chewan and Alberta. '
Alberta experienced unseasonable 
weather, accompanied by heavy falls 
of snow. Several degrees of frost were 
reported at many points in the pro­
vince, the thermometer dropping to 
22 above zero at Calgary, while 2(i 
above was registered at Swift Current, 
Sask.
The cold, vvave swept eastward yes 
terday, enveloping Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba. Frost, snoVv and rain were 
reported from all sections of Saskat­
chewan, and last night telegraphic re- 
pbrts indicated similar conditions, pre­
valent throughout Manitoba.
The suggestion made by Maybr L.
D. Taylor of Vancouver, while'visiting [ i r--. r i kt -ji/ c r t- i i i
the Okanagan a month ago with the I Principal Of Kelowna Public. S c h o o l Lodge, N̂o, 316,,bon  ̂ Diatlngulshcd Prelate Preaches To
Vancouver Boarrf of Trade | EM-Wns New Method Of Hand- Con*re«.dnn At St.
210, Kamloops, and tlic occasion | Michael And All Angela[>arty, that an apple show should be ling Classes No.
CANTONESE TO END
ANTI-BRITJSH BOYCOTT
(Contitiued on Page 4)
EVANGELIST’S FOLLOWERS
TO PRAY AND I^AST
HONp KONG, Sept. 23.—Advices 
from Canton report the withdrawal of 
Chinese pickets from tne exits of the 
British and French bridges. .
The Cantonese Foreign Minister has 
sent a letter to the British Consul- 
General advising him that arrange­
ments. have been concluded with the 
anti-British strike Committee for ter­
mination of the boycott against Brit­
ish goods which has been in force for 
more than a year.
icld at Vancouver during the earlyi , r . - • r ..■ ■ (. I -------- I was one of tlic most idcusant functibns
At the annual meeting of the Kclow-|^®^^ here for a long time. Some uighty 1 i-nuay uic city iiaO' the pi 
! P.-irpnt-Tr.irhri- Aacnrinfinn I Hicmbors of thc Order were iĴ csciU, I of having as its guest the Rt. Hon. and
!• Hii'worth presiding and Bro. F.. x<,t. Rev. A. F7 Winningtoh-Inwrmn 
conjunction with the Winter Fair andlC. E. Campbell, retiring President, in I L L . D . ,  Bisliop of Lofidon,*^and! 
Stock Show to be given at that timc' the chair at the outset, the’attendance though the; stay here of this eminent
by the Vancouver Exhibition Associa- was somewhat below the average, a- t® Si!®!* ‘l«viAc was ' necessarily
tion. bout thirty members being present, I/* t * l i s h o r t  owing,to- his having to proceed
Mr. J. K. Matheson, G_cneral Mana-|w>»cl» was rc^rcuablc in ŷrew of . thc|*9®»J Pcntictoir the sapie day,, the rcccp-
tion given him showed that the honour 
s commoncod bv ^*1? appreciated,
the ChaSn^ invbk̂  * Accompanying the Bishop on tlic 
r down froifi Vcrnpirwere Rt. Rev.
w a s
J in g  a b le ss in g , a fte r w h ich  the toast o f  I A t n r . « l i  -------  «  '  •
exh ib its  front a il o v e r  Canada, L  of:committecs, aad of the of-
DIJL̂Wj Wlllvll Iv Id |JI Uĵ UvJvU lU I I aI«*'
make bf a national character by secur- term,
ing exhibits from all over anada. _ Reports pf̂ cc . _
M r . F . R  E . D e H a r t  o f  K c -  sh o w e d  the A ssoc ia tion  to  be in | J* . jyr O rm a m l B lV tb  n f I nnirAn'
lo w n a , w i l l  be active ly  associated  K ° ° d  sh ap e  B en cra lly  and that the past  n r m n . r t f  EnK land ', a  p e r L f a l  fric iti, i l i ^ 'T s
w ith  M r .  M ath eson . in secu rin g  e x - o n e  in  r S ^ m .d e d  w  b v  ■ " »  “ »  p W  s e c r o t a r r d u r in g  W »
hiuits and  con tribu tions to the prize  its w o rk . I * r .  • .“ '_ r  ‘-Sioii^anu re sp o n a e a  to uy |I Nation to  iJ*."' “ =oiui« mu j a uuucu lu  I X -  f HnniiNilotio
The following were elected as offi- | District Deputy Bro. A. Mcphain. Then | * o „
While here, he will endeavour to secure  ̂ Mrs.^ Illo y -  Dodge, made a very pleasant and well-i i i a m i  a i • r i
the promise of as large a quantity of Tre-Ksnrpr Mr<jR worded renlv.  ̂  ̂ S i ■ at St. Michael and All Angels’ Church,
fruit as possible'for ijhe coming exhibi*-' q£ p ^ '  Committee Mrs Low-{ The banquet'was'wbu'nd up by. pom- Dri ' Wiinungton-rln
tion, which It IS hoped to make a really Lj.y ^ munity singing, led by Bro. Bateson, l«vered a very forceful sermon. The
',‘1%/“” ° “  ̂ Mrs Arbaekie, who tdofc the chair of Maple Leaf Lodge, who also render-
after her election to the nresidenev re- some excellent selections on the wnicn nas Dccn or great magnetism
ported that satisfactory progress was ^fgeolet, his accompaniments being ‘‘x j >
being made by the Musical Festival .D^o. Sutton. The toast fact that the sacred edifice, .was
Committee and that the syllabus for Bo the “Departed Brethren’’ was gjyen ( l ong before , the service J>e- 
■ ' by Vice-President, Bro. A. E. "
National Apple Show held at Vancou 
ver in 1910. ’ -
SEASONAL TARIFF 
ON FRUIT AND
ANGLICAN YOUNG PEOPLE 
FORM NEW  ORGANIZATION
LOS ANGELES, Sept. 23.— T̂wo Local Branch Is Instituted O f  Anglican
days of prayer, and fasting in the cam­
paign o f Angelas Temple to raise a 
defence fund for Aimee Semple Mc-
Ybling People’s Association
At a meeting of the Anglican Young
Pherson, charged with complicity in People’s Jociety, held in the Parish 
ixx X Uvvi X 5 1.' t-J • i Hall on Tuesday, it was unanimously 
a pbt to bolster up’ her kidnapping decided to organize a branch of the
next year’s event would be in print I "̂ Cox. I having The
in a few weeks. She also announced gathering standing to do honipur fb -'engthy, wm was hghtcneii^^h  ̂
the coming to Kelowna on October 21 those ̂ members, whb. had passed • away, voluntaries finelV.ekecuted bŷ  ̂M̂  ̂
of the world-famous pianiste. Madame Following t̂he banquet; a regulat Ĵ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  service was fuljy
Gertrude Huntley Green, of Victoria, the Lodge was held, after choral, the full church choir being m
Whose recital will be held in the Scout several Speeches were^ made. the congregation jom-
Hall under the auspices of the Musical Pro- Howell. P.p.D., who installed thg fo heartily m the snigmg  ̂of the spec- 
Festival Committee. I hr?thren, of. .Orchard City Lodge ,m | laj ;̂hymns chosmi for^ the occasion,
At the cbnclurion of the business ses 
Mr. L, E, Taylor To Present Case For sion, Mr. Lees began his exposition of 
Fruit 'And Vegetable Shippers the platoon system by disclaiming his, ^_  , „  J intention to deliver any formal lecture. A , S t i r l i n g ,  ,
Before Tariff Board such as his address had been termed Altogether, the members of the order
in advance in last week’s issue of The a highly enjoyable ; evening at
Mr. L. E. Tavlor. representative' of S>-i!t:«-Pvot.?>ed:,.n.rely T
held. They are desirous of '-thanking 
the ladies who were of so much assist-
story, will begin tomorow, morning, 
The preliminary hearing of Mrsf. 
McPherson, her mother and Mrs. Lor­
raine Wiseman Sielaff will commence 
next Monday morning.
Anglican Young People’s Association in 
the parish. This is a Dominion-wide 
organization, the objects of which, as 
set forth in the Constitution of the Do­
minion A.Y.P.A., are for: (a) worship, 
(b) work, (c) fellowship, (d) edifica-
the “Miss X” hoax.
Ralph Hersey, prominent Santa Par- 
cultural resources of the district. The i bara attorney, told District Attorney
Important testimony corroborating tion, promoting the religious, social and 
pdriionxof Mrs. Sivlaff-s confession of I “
the Miss X hoax was given early ages of IS and 25 are eligible for mem-, 
today by Clarence Wiseman, son of bership.
Mrs. Sielaff. It was learned that he| The following officers were elected 
also disclosed the name of the person S by ballot : President. Miss Frances
,.,1,,. i.A xt, “I 1.x »» Treadgold; Vice-President, Miss W,who, he claimed, was the brains of Roberts; Sec.-Treas., ^
stock entries were also larger and bet­
ter than in an average year.
There was no formal opening cere­
mony; in fact, owing to the inclemency 
bf the weather few visitors were on 
hand till late on the Wednesday after­
noon.
Main Building
Those who entered the main building 
must have been pleased with the exhi­
bits displayed, as the first thing which 
struck thc eye was that the floral en­
tries were much more numerous than 
in recent years, a fact which could not 
have escaped notice and which lent a 
very attractive effect to the vvhole dis­
play. ■ ^
Belgo Benches District Fruit Exhibit
To the left of thc main entrance was 
the only district fruit exhibit, that of 
the Belgo Benches, a showing of fruit 
beautifully arranged to every possible 
advantage. Too muck credit can scarce­
ly be given those responsible for this 
display. It was attractively got up, 
the stand on which the fruit was placed 
having been made to resemble a basket, 
coloured green, in which the various 
plate and box exhibits wpre shown on 
black crepe paper. Pots o f flowers and 
ferns gave an artistic touch to the gen­
eral effect, and the whole exhibit was 
so placed as to allow thc public a 
chance of walking round and inspecting 
each variety of fruit exhibited, besides 
which each single item was plainly 
labeled. The plate exhibits on it in­
cluded thc follovving varieties of apples: 
Winter Banana, Red Rome Beauty, 
Rome Beauty, Jonathan, McIntosh, 
Wealthy, Stayman Winesap, Wagencr, 
Spitzenberg, Spy. Yellow Newtown, 
Snow, Ontario, Ben Davis, Cox Or­
ange. Bank’s Red Gravcnstcin\ Delic­
ious. Flemish Beauty, d’Anjou, Bartlett 
and Howell pears were also shown on 
plates as well as Elbert.a peaches. 
Transcendent and Hyslop crab ap­
ples and several varieties of plums. Thc
Asa Keyes that he positively identified 
the woman he saw at Carmel-by-the- 
Sea as Mrs. McPherson.
Miss F. Bow­
man; .Programme Committee: Misses 
M. Poole, G. Griffiths and T. Hopkins; 
Social Committee: Misses W. Roberts, 
S. Lupton and B. Small; Literary an  ̂
Missionary Committee: Misses D. Tho­
mas, R. Stuart and W, Treadgold; Vis­
iting and Lookout Committee: Miss 
Ivy Ashworth and Messrs. J. Treadgold 
and R. Gore; Games Committeer-Mis-A LL SET FOR HIGH-PRICED _   ̂ x r- id u x
FISTICUFFS TONIGHT | Pqor”  anj”  r ”  GriffUh
PHILADELPHIA. Sept. 23.—Jack 
Dempsey, chanipion, and Gene Tun- 
ney. challenger, girded themselves to­
day to light for the heavyweight cham­
pionship of the world and the richest 
prize in sporting history, some $650,- 
000, hefore the greatest throng that 
ever paid to view, an athletic event any­
where. Weather prospects were cloudy, 
with possible showers.
TUNNEY TRAVELS BY 
A IR  LINE ROUTE
The Rector of the parish is. Patron 
and will exercise control spiritually and 
otherwise. ’ . •
The Executive Committee consists of 
the officers of the Association and the 
chairman of each of the regular com­
mittees. The officers and the various 
committees will meet in the Parish 
Hall on Thursday next, September 30, 
at 7.30 p.m., to make arrangements for 
the season.
SHAWNEE. Pa.. Sept. 23.—Gene 
Tunney hopped off by- airplane at 
10.30 this morning,for Philadelphia and 
the scene of his title fight with Demp­
sey tonight.
COSSITT W IL L  NOT
FORFEIT HIS DEPOSIT
FIRE DESTROYS SIXTEEN
HOMES IN  NICOLET, QUE.
THREE RIVERS. Que., Sept..23.— 
Thc little town of Nicolet, fifteen miles 
from here, "was swept this morning by 
a fire which destroyed the homes of 
sixteen families and adjoining buildings.
Liberal Candidate In Yale Saves $200 
By Narrow Mafgin
the British Columbia Fruit Grovvers’ 
Association on the Canadian Horticul­
tural. Council, expects to lie in Ottawa 
for the initial meetings of the Tariff 
Board. The shippers of .fruit and veg­
etables in attendance at a meeting held 
in Kelowna on June 4th last, with the 
B.C.F.G.A., endorsed the recommend­
ation of the Canadian Horticultural 
Council for a seasonal tariff, and 
through the Western Canada Fruit & 
Produce Exchange have now authorized 
Mr. "Taylor to place this recommend­
ation before the Tariff Board on' their 
behalf. After the-June meeting. Pro­
fessor Barss; Secretary of the B.C.F. 
■G.A., sounded the jobbers on the prair 
ies as to their views and reported, on 
his return, that they appeared to be in 
favour of a seasonal tariff.
At the same time, the shippers are 
asking Mr. Taylor to call the attention 
of the Tariff Board to the difficulty 
which would arise in making a season­
al tariff effective, if imported produce 
could be held in told storage pending 
the imposition of .the tariff, and to re­
quest that special consideration be giv­
en this, difficulty by all parties concern­
ed. ,
Further, in order that growers, ship­
pers and jobbers remain united on the 
matter, the shippers suggest that Mr. 
Taylor, if possible, discuss the whole 
subject'With Mr. C. Simpson, the Pres- 
ident'of the Eastern Jobbers’ Associa­
tion, prior to appearing before the Tar­
iff Board, and find out whether it is 
possible to draft a resolution which 
could be presented to the Board as the 
joint recommendation of all interests 
concerned and on which the Tariff 
Board could examine representatives 
of the growers, shippers and jobbers.
The Western CanacTa Fruit & Pro­
duce Exchange has been authorized to 
ask Mr. Taylor to state that the present 
system of setting a fair market value 
and levying the special tariff thereon 
is a great improvement on the method
Sreviously follovyed, and that Mr. 
louat, thc Dominion Appraiser of Cus-
an explanatory talk and he would not 
extend his remarks, to the length im 
plied :by such a dignified appellation.
m u . . ^ x  X ™ ’ r a“ ce to them in'making arrangementsThe platomi or rotary system of | h:,nn,iAK '
school organization was comparatively 
new as things went in education. The 
first schools to. adopt the systern on a 
large scale, .so, far as he knew, were 
those of Detroit, which were organized 




Thy liahd,. 6  God> hath‘ guided Thy 
flock, from age to age," The' clergy 
taking part were the Bishop of London, 
the Bishop of Kootenay, Archdeacon 
Greene, Rev. C. E. Davis, Rev, H. C. 
B. Gibson and Rev. H. C. Thomas.
The Bishop’s Sermon 
Dr. Winningtoh-Ingram chose for 
his text, the 34th verse of the 31st 
Chapter of Jeremiah, ’’And they shall 
fie^XpeQple; and they shall teach no 
m6i-e' every man his neighbour, and 
every man hiS brother, saying. Know
MAT TA Sent 2T — Nine RritWh Dord: for they shall all know me, 
ago as a measure of economy, and the I r,- • V* f r p .  . , |
results were so tremendously success- of the entire Third of them, Saith the Lord; for I will for-
ful that the system had been continued Flotilla of . the Mediterranean Fleet,! give theiriniquity, and their sin will I 
since that time, perfected and expand-I have suddenly been detached from '
ed. It was not to be confused with the 
departmentalized method.of instruction 
long employed in our High Schools. 
Under that system it was true that tea­
chers specialized, but there the analogy 
ceased. 'There was one- big and funda­
mental difference between the methods 
followed, in the High and Public 
Schools. Ill the former, the teachers 
moved from room to room; in the lat-, 
ter, the teachers remained in , their' 
rooms while the classes rotated. 
Briefly, the system was this. In a
! . In • commencing his address, the 
preacher, whose voice unfortunately 
did not reach to all in the congrega­
tion, stated that he was greatly touch­
ed by the whole-hearted welcome giv­
en him throughout Canada, and per­
haps more than’ ever gratified by the 
reception he had had in the Okanagan, 
where, although his coming had been
.  ̂ ^ -------- ! during the busiest time of the year,
GENEVA, Sept. 23;—Germany and crowds had come to listen to him. 
France are envisaging complete evacua-  ̂^ showed that the influence of God
their station arid are now steaming to­
wards China to reinforce H.M.S. Cas- 
to'?, Garysfort and Dartmouth, ordered 
to China last week,
COMPLETE E V A C U A T I^
^ OF RHINELAND IN  VIEW
school of twenty-four classes, twelve ! V*
were designated as Platoon A and reduction of the forces of occupation, ; H
twelve as Platoon B. The rooms were Dr. Stressemann, German Foreign Sec­
retary, told newspapermen prior to his 
departure for Berlin last night.
divided between special subjects and 
academic subjects, so that there would 
be twelve special rooms for such sub­
jects as music, art, library, manual 
training, spelling, history, etc.* and 
twelve other rooms for instruction bf 
pupils in arithmetic, writing, reading 
and so on. It would be noted that there 
was thus provided a much freer form, 
of organization. than frequently ob­
tained, as the special rooms could be 
chosen to accommodate the special 
needs of the respective communities.
The scholastic day having begun, the 
twelve A classes would be found in 
their academic rooms, where they
C IV IL  W AR BARS ANDREWS
FROM GOBI DESERT
to disc6ver possible human evidences 
that the desert is the “cradle of man- 
would stay until the middle of the j kind.’’ Andrews was halted at Peking
x:..„ xu., .r-,/.'-..!,, ’ was still alive and that there were manytion of the Rhinejand and not merely | jjj district who were eager to do
' " ‘ Kim honour and service. On many
other occasions he had spoken on topics 
connected with the future welfare of 
the British Empire and its position for 
good in the affairs of the world, but on 
that occasion he wished to speak on 
religion and its influence.
It bad been his privilege when he 
____ 'first entered the priesthood to live a-
SAN KrtANCiSCO. Sept. 23.-Roy S l A t . r i i . W r p ? p a £ i o „ " X 7
Chapman Andrews arrived here yes-' later on, as rector of Bethnal Green, 
terday On the Dollar liner President! and still later, as Bishop of Stepney, to 
Cleveland, after an ineffectual attempt i increase his knowledge of the trials of
to penetrate the Gobî  Desert in order j p,ea.santest. Afterwards, as Bishop of
London for twenty-five years, he had 
met in different ways all classes of 
people, and during the Great War he
toms for fruits and vegetables in West- classes would receive their instruction
morning session. The twelve B classes- warring Chinese factions, after hav- 
at the same time would be m the spec-.. , ... .
ial rooms, changing at the end of every *ng started on his expedition last May. 
thirty or forty minute period. When
recess arrived, the' B classes would go LONDON “PUNCH” 
to their academic rooms and the A CLIMBS ON DRY WAGON
According to figures given out offic- 
'jally at Penticton, the headquarters of 
thc Returning Officer, the vote in Yale 
Electoral District, in the federal gen­
eral election on September 14th,-re­
sulted as follows:
Grote Stirling. Conservative 7,815 
F. B. Cossitt, Liberal ...... 3,928
L. D. TAYLOR WANTS
ANOTHER M AYORAL TERM
ncl from France, at noon today, after 
box exhibits consisted of splendidly I swimming for fifteen hours.
~ VANCOUVER. Sept. 23.—Louis D. 
Taylor, Mayor of Vancouver on five 
different occasions, is in thx .icld for 
the 1927-1928 term.
ENGLISH GIRL FAILS IN
PLUCKY CHANNEL SWIM
DOVb'R, Sept. 23.—^Miss Lorna 
Marriott ( “Jane Darwin’’) abandoned 
her attempt to dross thc English Chan-
Conservative majority ......  3,887
As Mr. Cossitt has obtained over 50 
per cent of thc vote of the successful 
cniulidatc, he thus saves his deposit of 
$200, albeit by thc narrow margin of 
twenty votes.
Returns from five polls were lacking 
at time of publication of our last issue. 
Wc have now obtained the figures for 
all of these except Hilton, in North 
Okanagan. Thc\' arc as follows:— ,
Stirling Cossitt 
North Okanagan
Kcdleston ..................  13 6
Grand Forks-Greenwood
Christian Valley  ....V. 10 2
Eholt .......... —..........1' 9 4
Fife ..... 22 21
ern Canada, has been eminently fair in 
the recommendations he has made with 
this ciid in view. It should be made 
plain, the shippers state, that they are 
anxious to obtain as wide distribution 
of British Columbia fruits and veget­
ables as possible, and that they recog-i 
nlze that any attempt to set too . high 
a price for B.C. products, protected by 
a seasonal or any other tariff, would 
defeat thc ends they- have in view, 
namely, the stimulation to the greatest 
possible extent of the consumer de- 
majid during the season in which the 
■products are available. To this end 
they feel that it is eminently desirable 
that thc jobbers be consulted before any 
decision is arrived at.
The following shippers have endorsed 
these recommendations and have auth­
orized Mr. Taylor to act on their behalf: 
Associated Growers of British Colum­
bia, Ltd., Vernon; B.C. Dry Belt Farm­
ers’ Exchange, Ltd., .Ashcroft; Creston 
Growers, Ltd., Creston; Kercmcos 
Packing Co., Ltd., Kcrery^s; H. W. 
McDonald & Co., Armstrong; 5 . Poole, 
Armstrong; Geo. Rowcliffc, Ltd., Kel­
owna; M. G. Wilson, .Summcrland, and 
the following members of Sales Service, 
Ltd.: British Columbia Orchards, Ltd., 
Kelowna; W. G. Craig, Penticton; 
Commercial Orchards, Ltd., Kelowna; 
Co-operative Farmers of B.C., Ltd., 
Vernon; Fodĵ -rated Orchards, Ltd.,- 
Penticton; Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd., 
Kclowtja; Okanagan Packers, Ltd., 
Kelowna; E. C. Skiiincr, Ltd., "V̂ er- 
non;,Walters, Ltd., Summcrland.
in the special rooms. In the afternoon 
the same procedure would be repeated, 
so that every class would spend half its 
time in the special and the other half in 
the academic rooms.
He would illustrate the effect upon 
economy of space by reference to the 
Kelowna Public School. Last year, j
classes from that school were going to I ----  ----------------
Manual Training and Domestic j ACTION BEGUN TO RECOVER 
Science, and when a class did so their 
class-room at thc Public School was 
vacant and the teacher was without a
LONDON, Sept. 23.—“Puiich,” the 
most celebrated comic weekly in thc 
world, has decided to refuse to print capacity of knowing God and under-
had, as their chaplain, got to know 
soldiers very intimately. On one oc­
casion he had had the privilege of 
speaking to ten thousand British and 
Colonial soldiers in front of the Gci- 
man lines. All the mixing with differ­
ent classes of people. Who led many 
kinds of lives, had impressed thc out­
standing fact on, his mind that there 
were no people who did not have tlle^
advertisements of liquor. After exist­
ing contracts expire no new ones will 
be entered into for such advertising.
class, though it would be doing any 
member of the school staff an injustice 
to say that any teacher was without a 
job, because they always found plenty 
of work to employ their time. But thc 
room \vas vacant and a teacher was not 
teaching. Then the music teacher vis­
ited each room and the regular teacher 
was temporarily relieved. Hence, at 
some lime on almost every day,' there 
were two teachers and one class room 
unemployed. Obviously this was a 
waste and the school plant was not be­
ing utilized to thc fullest extent. It 
could be seen that in a large city this 
waste in hundreds of schools mounted 
to large figures, as the platoon system 
in a 24-class school saved five rooms.
TAXES DUE ON LIQUOR
Two legalMONTREAL, Sept. 23. 
actions arising out of the Customs en­
quiry, and designed to secure for the 
Revenue Dcpartriient of Canada more 
than $1,500,000, of ‘which it was al­
legedly defrauded by the failure of thc 
defendants to pay taxes on alcoholic
standing His goodness to them, a fact 
which be particularly wished to impress 
on the memories of those who were 
listening to him that day.
Some people might think, Dr. Ing­
ram continued, that thc prophecy he 
had chosen as his text was too good to 
be true; however, such was not thc 
case and the day would eventually 
come when all human beings would 
know God. Of course, at tlic present 
time people held all kinds of different 
views on religious as well as other 
questions, manj' thought that only a 
chosen few would, or could, eventu­
ally come to a full knowledge of thcii 
Creator. He did not agree with the 
latter opinion, Init liclicvcd in the fullliquors sold', have been inscribed in the , , .
r...,xx n __ 1 -u text of the prophecy. It was cvidciiuyExchequer Court of Canada and w ill, be sav-
be heard later at thc discretion  ̂of the j cd, not merely a few selected people, 
court. land the thought was a very comforting
The inform.ition is signed by W. -Ibis conception ot Gods mercy
Stuart Edwards, Deputy Minister of and goodwill towards men was conob- urated I>y the parable of the Frodi}.;al
Justice, for Hon. E. L. Patenaude, son; also by thc fact that thc Good
Minister of Justice.
It also saved some teachers, but how
many would depend on how many there jAp^NESE  TYPHOON TAKESwere employed before, because it was
always necessary to have one teacher 
for each class and a principal, for no 
platoon system school could run pro-
A HUNDRED LIVES
Siiephcrd looked after all his .sliccp, not 
merely thc l>cst of them, and thc oro- 
pliccy that the day would conu; when. 
God would have all things under his 
feet. In fact, many pa.ssagcs in' t."c 
Bible plainly showed tliat God vvaiU.'d
. . . .  - , TOKIO, Sept. 23, Dispatches from ah to lie saved. So inanv evidence:- oc--
pcrly if the principal tried to teach a Kagoshima place the death tolls in the ciirred m Holy Writ to that effect that 
class as-well as attend to the orgamza- he. Dr. I ngram, if asked ôr an .'id_di-
jOshiima recently at one hundred. j tContiiiiud on Page 8»(Continued on Page 8)
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PETTieREW FOR JEWELERY REPIIRINB 
AND MANUFACTURING
d i a m o n d  s e t t i n g  a n d  a r t i s t i c  e n g r a v i n g .
W e manufacture 
M E D A LS  
on the premises.
workmantflijp and the reasonable prices will surprise yo
' -P E T T IG R E W
lEW ELLER > DIAMOND MERCHANT,
G E T  Y O U R
R E Q U I  M m  E N T S  E  A R L Y
Y O U  C A N N O T  A FFO R D  TO  PASS U P  
SUCH V A L U E S  AS TUESE .
2-inch post Bed, Coil Spring and Felt $ 9 7  f t f t  
Bufftrt, Extension Table and set of Diners, $ i  A f t  f t f t
in solid oAk; 8  pieces for ............ V
W e have excepWnal values in
B A B Y  CARRIAGES, 
B LA N K E T S , Q U ILTS , and 
CARPETS.
K E L O W N A  F O R N I I U R E  C O M P A N Y
PENDOZI STREET Phone 33
\ V
H R M  I N  P U B U C  F A V O R
E V E R  -  -  -
^ V E R  the span of months and mileâ l̂n the han&
Vy of thousands of owners, Oldsmobile powered
Serformance,. dash and endurance, comfort smd ig ease, demonstrated Oldsmobfle s unchallwffj^able right to the now fan:dhar phrase
car you can recommend to your best frieno-^t asaa
no favors, fears no road!'* .. . . j
But even that cotild not satisfy a policy pledged to 
progress. '
Today Oldsmobile embodies new 
value . . . improvements of demonstrated w o ^
comfort. . . .
. . .th e  car so firm in public favor is now made 
better than ever.
1 D u a l Air 1“ thia new Oldsmobae, a roMteru u a i  A i r  the InJurioua partides from two-thlr^  of W
C le a n in g  before it entera the carburetor directt^while 
the aecond cleaner, in connection with crankcaaa ventilation, 
eleana the balance of the air.
In aU internal comhnation en«inea water la foTBOrf 
^ a n k e t u e  J,”  go„densatibn. Cold engines do not burn aU of
V en tila t ion fuel on aUrting; This water and liouid fuel 
pass into the crankcase and form crankcase dUuUon.
Excessive dilution Is ellm ina^ by crankcase
draws off water vapor and unbumed fuel that may
iSto the crankcase. Crankcase vent/atlon improves performance
and gives longer life to the engine and oil.
T 'ii. An oU filter has been added to tWs OltonobUer p ^  
Oil Filter longing still more the life of the engine and the 
useful life of the oU. Should the filter b e « ^  
clogged with sediment, the, lubrierting
com ^n manner. All principal parts are pressure lubricated.
jT V  The Harmonic Balancer, developed by General Motors
H a n n o n ic  counteracts vibration and gives Oldsn^
B a la n c e r  J,}]* ^ emoothness you will quickly recognlre Whan 
you take the wheel.
'T .iiYm Tia/rm Head lamps have double-filament bifibs, one
2 * * ” * 1 filament for “bright action’ and one for dto 
L ig h t  C o n tro l action?’’ On “dim notion” the light is bright.
but thrown at a downward atigle ®*‘‘̂ “ ****
driver and ffives ample vision to the Oldsmobile drivera
T7«aV̂ -.-frs*rT Tw o-W ay Coolinff, Three-Way Presanw
} Lubrication. Full Automatic Spark C o n t^  
L -H e a a  E n g in e  Thermostatic Chargrinir Control, ?^pexed 
Dome-Shaped Combustion Chambers, Hiffh Velocity H ot-S ^on  
Manifold, Special Design Liglit Cast-lr^ Pistons. Honed ^ U n ^  
ders Silent Chain Drive, Balloon Tires, Duco FInbh; new b^uty  
of line and appointments in Fisher Bodies; j ^ * “2n
of demonstrated worth, at no increase In sUndard P « e «
GMAC Time Payment Plan if desired. or-8gO
B U Y  OLDSMOBILE W ITH  CONFIDENCE
B . M W A L D  G A R A G E
Bernard Avenue Phone 207 Kelowna, B. C.
O L D S M O B I L E
PROVINOAL ITEMS
At the Trail Fall Fair the manage­
ment made a splendid “hit” with an ex­
hibit of fish of all kinds suited to Inter­
ior waters. They were shown in glass 
tanks, and included specimens of var­
ious kinds of trout, sunfish, ling, bass, 
char, etc., all secured from Kooten­
ay lakes and streams. The idea of Jin 
aquarium exhibit of this nature has 
taken hold in Kootenay, it being both 
iiitcrc.sting and instructive, besides
drawing large crowds.« «
It is stated by officials of the B.C. 
Department of Finance that the prov­
incial treasury will not be seriously 
affected by a recent .deciŝ ion of the 
Supreme Court which denies the gov 
crnmciit the right to collect dcKnqucnt 
taxes from non-residents of the prov­
ince. The decision, it is .averred, docs 
not involve any very large sums o:' 
money and in all probability will not 
be appealed.
m m m
The* solarium for crippled children at 
Mill Bay, near Victoria, was formally 
opened last Thursday by Sir Henry 
Gauvain. * * *
Bootleg chocolate has arisen as B.C.'s 
latest liquor problem, following the dis­
covery that .this potent conicction is 
being sold in fairly large quantities 
throughout the province. According to 
officials of the Attorncy-Gcncrars De­
partment there is no provision in the 
Liquor Act under which liquor, in no 
matter how small quantities, can be 
soldP except by the government itself, 
thcrcfoi'e the vendors of bootleg choc 
olatc arc liable to the penalties provid 
cd by law for selling intoxicating liq 
ours without special permit.
BOySCOUT
c o u p
1st Kelowna Troop 
Troop First I Self Last I
Edited by "I^ionccr.”
, September 21st, 1926. 
The Troop will rally at the Scout 
Hall OH Monday, the 27th iiiatant, .it 
7.15 p.m., and all intending recruits, 
whether they have yet obtained and 
signed their application forms or not, 
will please attend this rally. The an­
nual wcigliiug-in is to take place as 
\vcll as height and. chest measurements, 
and, as we only lilavc the scale there 
;'or the one cvenipg, it is most import­
ant that there should be no absentees.
The Provincial Commissioner, Mr. 
Ross Sutlicrland, with Mrs. Sutherland, 
was a visitor to ICclowna on; Friday 
and Saturday last, and got into touch 
with all the local Scout officials and 
Scouters'whom hie was able to sec. He 
jassed on to Vernon on Saturday and 
lack to Penticton on Monday, where 
1C addressed a niccting in connection 
with the revived plan there to ereett a 
Scout Hall. With VernOn already plan­
ning to build-—the contractor was down 
to look over our Hall on Saturday—; 
and Penticton coming along, the future 
ooks bright in the Okanagan for Scout- 
ng and the other local activities which 
its initidtivc is able to assist.
The Trip to Terrace Mountain 
i(Sixth Instalment)
For a brief space we foUowcd'a blaz­
ed trail which .would have taken us 
jack to Kelowna by way of Bear Creek, 
jut, as our plans did) not provide for 
that in just that way at just that time, 
we 'had to break away to our left into 
an untrailcd country. We soon com­
menced to climb and so with ups artd 
dowris, mostly ups, we came at the 
end of the stiffest bit of climbing we 
lad yet had to a rocky ridge. How un­
speakably glad those of us at the rear 
end of the procession were to see the 
foremosts ones halt for a rest as they 
reached! the ridge, and with what pity­
ing, self-satisfied comp^cence they at 
the top look'’ down .upon their still 
panting, struggling brethren beneath-— 
w;hat a tme picture of life! I f to the 
heights, then, any of us can ever attain, 
let us see to it that in spirit we can still 
be with those' struggling below, for 
from such only' can true sympathetic 
helpfulness come; and to those who 
struggle there can be no helo so ^eat 
as that o f the handi stretched out with 
an understanding sympathy.
From this rocky ridge we had a great 
view of the country we had just left, 
the two lakes. Echo and Dnovia* and 
the Big Mea;dlow. Other lakes, too, and 
an unending panorama of forest, valley 
and mountain. But what was; perhaps, 
of still' more interest to us was the view 
to the north of thie peak of Terrace, 
separated from us, too; by a ravine of 
some pretensions. We, therefore, 
could not spend overmuch time on 
view-feasting just then and continued 
on our way. Down into that ravine we 
zigzagged and then up again for the 
final assault. We travelled up in a 
northerly direction on the eastern side 
of the peak for a long distance and' then 
back in a southerly direction, but al­
ways on an upward incline. So up­
ward, in fact, that at times, if the hors­
es, ahead of those of us in the rear had 
decided to sit down, they would have 
sat upon our heads. Down below us. 
too, the side of the mountain stretched 
to untold depths. We were now travel­
ling right at the foot of one of the high 
rocky terraces which give the mountain 
its name, and had to continue follow­
ing it until it broke and we were then 
able to turn around to the North a- 
gain. Soon afterwards we hit the blaz­
ed Forestry Trail right below the very 
peak and here we decided to tie the 
horses and climb the remaining few 
yards without their company.
And so at last, at exactly thirty min­
utes past eleven a.m., we reached the 
summit, our objective, over 5,200 feet 
above the level of the lake, or to be 
exact, 6,248 feet above sea level. The 
top is marked by a surveyor’s triang­
ular cairn of rocks, and on the north 
side of this pile behind a rock you 
will find a lime juice bottle with a piece 
of , paper inside containing all our sig­
natures, just to bring it into line with 
the top of Little White Mountain, the 
two Big Trees, and other lonely spots 
attained by the Kelowna Ists on hiking
ISTRDTIAND
T R O f f l P
"Do A  Good Turn DaUy"
Rutland, B. C,, Sept. 20, 1926. 
Orders for the week of September 
26tli to October 2nd:
The-Troop will resume their rcfjular 
weekly in'cctings, commencing Friday, 
October 1st, when a combined parade 
of Seduts and Rovers will be held in 
the School bas.cment at 7.30 p.m. Full 
uniform to be worn. Any boy.s desirous 
of joining should attend this first meet­
ing of the season. Ages of recruits 
should' be between 12 and 18 (inclu­
sive). '
Duty Patrol: Seals.
During tile two months that have 
elapsed since our last regular meeting 
some of the members have pas8cc| var­
ious teats, mainly of an outdoor naturê  
P.L. James Claxtoii and Scout Kenneth 
Bond went bit foot to McKinley’s Lan­
ding recently, spending the night there 
atuT returning tiic following day in an 
endeavour to pass their First Class 
Journey test. P.L. James Campbell 
passed for the Cyclist Badge, Mr. A. 
I-I. Marchant acting as examiner.
The only rally held during this per­
iod took the form of a camp fire and 
"sing song” held in the woods near 
the store. The attendance at this vyas 
below expectations, but those attending; 
spent an en|oyablc time. Among those 
present as visitors were Mr. E. T. Mon­
ey, a former Scoutmaster of the Troop, 
Mr. A. W. Money, son of the afore­
mentioned, and Mr. C. H. Bond, all 
of whom contributed to the evening’s 
programme. Refreshments, consisting 
of cake and cocoa, were served at the 
conclusion under the supervision of the 
duty Patrol Leader, James Campbell.'0 .
"We regret that we are to lose the 
services of pur Troop Leader, Kenneth 
Dalgleish', who, having obtained em­
ployment in Kelowna, has taken up his 
residence there. •
A visitor: to the District on Saturday 
last was Proyiricial Commissioner Ross 
Sutherland, of Victoria, who motored 
through on- his vray' to Vernon, stop­
ping off only, long enough to have a 
short chat with us and renew acquain­
tance with one or two members of the 
Troop.
1̂ m m
The rapidity , with which the autumn
FttUrr market
BULLETIN
Current Prices And Market Conditions 
(From the weekly Bulletin issued by J.
A. Grant, Fruit Markets Coinniisflioncr,
Calgary). '
Calgary, Sept. 18, 1926. 
Tho Week In Calgary 
Backward wcathbr still lingers all 
over Alberta, caiising trade to drag.
All markets overloaded ■with apples. 
McIntosh arc slow, being too green for 
immediate use. Wealthy crates arc 
moving slowly at reduced prices 
PlUiits, prunes and peaches arc clean­
A car of Bartlctts from B. C. arrived 
here this week; they are' afiparcntly 
cold storage stuff and arc of fine quai
 ̂^B.C. quinces arc now .on the market. 
Honcydew and Casaha melons are ar­
riving from Washington in SHAall <;|uant
Tomatoes arc slow, prices dropped 
today (Friday) to 75 cents wholesale.
We expect this market to remain 
featureless until the weather becomes 
more settled and harvest operations
arc 'resumed. , .
Local vegetables arc; heavy on this 
market. Carlpts of potatoes arc com­
ing from the southern end of the prov­
ince; while Medicine Hat and Leth­
bridge arc shipiiing heavily; pickling 
onions, gherkins, cucumbers, pump­
kins, squash, marrow and citron. _  ;
B.C. onions arc quoted today (Fri­
day) at $18.00 per ton F.O.B.
Calgary Wholesale Prices:
B. C. Plums, Pond’s Seedling,
4 bskt. crate. No. 1 ............? F25
m n n n n  „
season advances upon us and the chanvl I»«Ported Peaches, Elberta* box.
ging colour of the leaves on the trees 
should serve to spur the activity of 
those Scouts who desire to gain the 
Naturalist Badge. In a few short 
weeks’ time it will be impossible for 
them to obtain the necessary, collection 
o f leaves for this test.
Patrol Gompe'tition standing:—  
Patrol
Kangaroos —................. —............ il52
A Court of Honour is being held at 
the home of the S.M. this week to lay 
plans for the Troop’s future activities. 
A- report of the meeting will be given 
in next week’s Notes.
A. W. GRAY, Scoutmaster.
bent. The view to the left could not 
have been better, but greatly to our dis­
appointment our view to the east was 
obscured by a heavy pall of smoke. 
When we were on Little White, Ter­
race Mountain was easily picked out 
from there, but now for the smoke we 
could see nothing of Little White. So 
the view we had was the same as that 
from the rocky ridge described before, 
but on a much larger scale, from our 
greater elevation. Miles to the north 
a forest fire was having its beginning. 
The view on a clear day must be mag­
nificent, but we wonder how many of 
those whose names are included on the 
roll in the little glass bottle will ever 
touch that earthly spot againi 
A band of mountain sheep live on the 
top of Terrace but apparently heard of 
our coming and decided to he out. We 
snent half an hour on the summit and 
several snaps were taken by those who 
had brought their cameras all the way. 
I had left mine with the horses below 
and did not have enough surplus en­
ergy to climb down and get it.




B.C. Pears, Bartlett and Anjou,
box. Fancy .........................
B.C. Pears, Flemish, box. Fancy 
B.C. Pears, Duchess, box.
Fancy, $2.50 to ........... ........
B.C. Apples, Wealthy, box,
Fancy, $1.75 to ................
C Grade ............. ..... ....v--*....  <
Crates, $1.25 to ...................... 1.35
B.C. Apples, Gravenstein, box, , ^
C Grade ...............      L75
Fancy, $1.75 to ........... •— 2.0()
B.C, Apples, McIntosh, box,
Fancy .....      2.2.
■ Crstcs
B.C. Crabapples, Hyslop, box.







$1.50 to ... ..... ................ 1.... 1.75
Imported Pears, Bartlett, box,
Fancy, $3.00 to ............. ....
C Grade, $2.75 to ........ ........
Importied Grapes, Tokay, crate.... 
Imported Cantaloupes, Burrell 
Gem, Standards
Imported Casabas, Standards — 
Imported Honeydews* Standards 
Alta. Potatoes, cwt., $1.50 to........
B.C. Tomatoes, 4 bskt. crate,
85c' to
(Continued on page 3.). 









1st Kelowna Pack .
Parade on Wednesday evening, at 
7 o’clock.
The Pack is being organized into 
Sixes*
The following “Old Cubs” are pass­
ing up to the Scout Troop, haying done 
good service during their stay in Cub 
Land! Sixers R. Lupton, H. Aridison, 
H. Aitken, F. O’Neill, Seconds O. Per­
kins, L. Scott, I. Macfarlane, A. Poole, 
Cubs F. Pharey, F. Day and C. Stone. 
This is quite a big contingent for the 
Scouts, and ,we hope that those of last 
year’s Pack left with us will really 
“Do their best” to keep up the high 
standard in Cubbing always shown by
f'ViAQp innQ
Sixers W. Cross and D. Campbell 
will be with us another year, “Billy” 
Cross being now appointed as Senior 
Sixer of the Pack. The following have 
been appointed to complete the Pack: 
D. Campbell, M. Chapin, Bob Weath- 
erill, M. Young and George McKay. 
These have chosen the following as 
their Seconds: J. Treadgold, J. Butt, 
R. Knox, H. Brown, I|. Lawson and 
\V. Burnham.
Regular work, competitions, etc., will 





C H E V R O L E T
l o i v  P r i c e
CHEVROLET looks like an expen- .sive car. You will find the beau­tiful Fisher-built, closed bodies on 
Chevrolet —  it is the lowest-priced 
car in the world having Fisher bodies. 
You 'will see appealing Duco finish in 
colors on Chevrolet. You will dis­
cover luxurious upholstery —  hand­
some nickel-silver interior fittings—  
cosy rugs on the floor—silk blinds on 
the windows—a dome light in the 
roof—a robe rail and a foot rest-r-all 
in the Chevrolet sedan.
Chevrolet drives like an expensive 
car. The extra powerful Chevrolet en­
gine performs with amazing smooth­
ness. The standard gc.ir-shift works 
with case and quietness. The dry-disc 
clutch engages and releases smoothly, 
CF-730
almost without effort. Extra-large, 
self-equalizing brakes make motoring 
safe and secure. The fcnurled-grip 
steering wheel —  with centrally 
mountca spark and throttle le v ^  
and horn button— handles with big- 
car smoothness and small-car facility.
The Smoothest Chevrolet in Chevro­
let history is aellinar at the Lowest 
Price for which Chevrolet has ever 
been sold in Canada.
Ask about GMAC Plan of Deferred 
Payments.
gosattsr$640 Coaps$810 Ssdaa • $920
Sport*' 71S Coach 810 LaoJsnSs3aa070 
Tonriag 640 Coaraardal Chassis - 495
Sport" 715 Utility Exprots "  - -730
A H  Priemm a t  F a c to r y  Taxmm E x t r a




IO D IZ E D  S A L T
P IC K IN G  BAGS A N D  LA D D E R S  
F L Y  TO X . F L Y  CHASER.
FLO U R . FEED . CEREALS. H A Y  A N D  STR AW .
K E L O W N A  G R O P S '  E X C H A N G E
Free City Delivery ' Phone 29




( 7 * *  H ERE is no Mason for the enjoyment of 
the benefits of pure, healthful beer. Not 
only in summer, but also in the cooler 
mmxths its tonic propertms are of the greatest 
■value in the fortifying of the body against the 
strain and tension of modern life.
Used regularly with ineals pure beer imparts 
not only the nourishment of the grains 
from which it is made; it assists valuably 
in the assimilation of othe# foods, and with 
its vitamin content makes up for the lack 
of vitamins from which modern diet so 
often suffers.
Pure beer, such as is made fo r the people of 
British Columbia by the Amalgamated Breweries, 
is of low alcoholic strength— only 4^%, . as called 
for by law— only enough to stimulate the bodily 
functions and rest the nervous system.
Many qualified physicians prescribe pure 
beer as a beverage for nursing mothers, 
both for its tonic action and on account 
of its richness in malt extractives that so 
fit the physical needs of nursing moth,ers.
Every day in the year you may have beer, carefully brewed 
by the Amalgamated Brewers, on your table, as a useful 
and zestful part of your meals. You may buy it by the 
bottle or by the dozen bottles or by the case, at every 
Government, Store.
D e l i v e r y  i s  f r e e  t o  a n y  p a r t
o f  t h e  c i t y
’These facts ore placed before you by the Amalfiamated 
Breweries, In which ore associated: Vancouver Brew­
eries, Ltd., Rainier Brewing Ck>. of Canada, Ltd., 
Sliver Sprinft Brewery, Ltd., Westminster Brewery, 
Ltd., and the Victoria Phoenix Brewing Co., Ltd.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor 





THE A . J. SMITH GARAGE CO., LTD.
AGENTS, KELOW NA, B. C.
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THE PRAIRIE FRUIT
MARKET BULLETIN
(Continued from Page 2)
in a doubtful state financially. We] 
have many . requests ibr heft* from 
these shippers in an effort to get their 
returns. Most of them claim that they 
c**»hot get any answer to their letters. 
We have written to the houses coni'
shippers
in tiiis territory
13.C. Tomatoes, Green, pear box,, _______
$1.00 to ......................... 1.251 plained of and in every case but one
B.C. Cukes, box, 7Sc t o ............  .80 have had a fair explanation made as to
M o s t  C a n a d i a n  
H o u s e w i v e s
use
M A G I C
B A K I N G




M a d e  i n  C a n a d a  
M o  A I u /71^
E,W. GILLETT CO.,LTD..'
TORONTO, ■ CAST'
B.C. Onions, Standard, cwt.,
$1.50 to ......... ............... . 1.75
Imported Onions, Silver0kins,
box, $1.50 to ........ .............  1.65
Imported Onions, Spanish, crate 6.50
B,C. Celery, lb., 6c to .....-.......... 07
B.C. Turnips, Beets, Carrots, lb. .02j4
l ti    t  
the cause of delay in settlement. This 
one ease has not seen fit to answer our 
letters.
are making their appearance 
and quoting crate 
Wcaltliic.s at $1.25 delivered and also 
quoting very low prices on McIntosh 
apples, which makes it iinnossibic for] 
the jobbers to make a profit.
Prices are as follows:
McIntosh, Fancy...................... $ 2.201
McIntosh, crates ..................... 1.751
Wealthy, Fancy ....... ;........... . 2.25 ,
Wealthy, Crates, $1.00 to .......... l.SO
W E S T B A N K
Miss Helen Burton, who had been 
visiting Mrs. Ira L. Hewlett, left for 
Penticton on Wednesday to stay with 
her aunt, Mrs. Dan Donald, before re­
turning to her home, In Vancouver.
' 4i * ’ *
Mr. Arnold McDonald left on Tucs-
Wc think that a federal law requir- Hyslop Crabs, $1.50 to .......... . 2.25 day to join his parents at Vancouver.
Miss Edwards, of Vancouver, arrived 
on Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. A. E. 
Drought. .
mg all commission houses who handle 
goods on consignment to furnish a sub-
.. .. ......  . stanti{»l bond would save growers d lot
B.C. Cabb.ngc, lb., 2}^c to ...........041 of needless anxiety as to the financial
B.C. and Local Corn, Golden condition of the house they ship to.
Bantam, doz., 40c to .............. 451 Edmonton
B.C. Peppers, Green, lb................151 EDMONTON, Sept. 15.—Business
B.C, Peppers, Red, lb................... 251 is very (jjuict. The weather is about as
B.C. Squash, Vcg. Marrow and
Pumpkin, lb,, 2Ĵ c to .......  . „  .
B.C, Citron, lb., 3c to ..................041 off and on,ever since,
B.C, puinccs, lb. -
Car arrivals, 10th to 17th.---B.C.: I streets and country roads a?c in tiicl K usT b ĉ ! rbskT
mixed vegetables, 7; mixed fruit, 5; condhion. Country riving overripe, crate, SOc to ...... 1.00
mixed fruit and vegetables, 10| pears, trade, which should be good at this Rc^na
1 ; apples, 6; potatoes, 1; , onions, 2 A t im e  of the year, is almost mTat pre- REGINA, SeptT 15.—The weather
Importedj mixed fruit, 1; pears, 2; | Bent ^______ warm during the wcck;i;--------- ----
tcacncs, plums and prunes arc being threshing is m full swing all over the month. On the basis of
t»r 1 * II ' II I ,.1 < 4. I same may be province. Large quantities of B.C.
We have noncTop | fruit continue to roll to the prairies
Prunes, box, 7Sc to ................  1.00
Peaches, box ...........................  1.55
Pears, B.C, $1.25 to ... .............. 2.25
Pcar.s, Wash., Bartlett..........   3.00
Grapes, Tokay ........-............... 4.75
Tomatoes, B.C, 4-b.skt, $1.00 to 1.35
Tomatoes, Green, box..............  1.40
. q iet. The t  is about as I Celery, Washed, lb.........................09
bad as it can be. It started snowing Cucumbcr.s, box.............................80
.03 hfcstcrday morning and has kept it up Potatoes, llocal, lb....... ................. 02
, r am c. There is no frost Onions, B.C, lb. ............  02>4
T31 bû  the snow i» melting slowly and the Cantaloupes, Standard .......... 3.50• .llStrccta and rnnnlrv rMria in Tl... n,___ ; r- j 1. -I-. __ . ____
Vandals have already commenced to 
carve their initials in cement work at 
various points along ,the Fraser Can­
yonhighway, and have even succeeded 
in disfiguring an attractive fountain, 
erected for the benefit of tourists near 
Hell’s Gate.
This province’s claim for better rail­
way freight rates will come before thp 
Board of Railway Cojnmissioncrs at|
Backed by 
S E R V IC E  and 
Q U A L IT Y
Your orders will be .appreciated and 
prompt attention.
given careful and
Wm. HAUG (Si. SON
Phone 66
Dealers in Masons’ Supplies and Coal
Kelowna, B.C. P.0, Box 166
have rc] 
tention of sina
called the 'at- ___ ___ _______  w .u<t lu nm
shippers on l f ^  arriWis have not been I congesting the market and forcing pro-1
ment, to the danger of shippinĝ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ gcncmlly and the buy- fits lo  the vanishing point. Added to





Oct. 1, Oct. 29 .... Montclare 
Oct. IS, Nov. 12 .... Montrose 
Oct. 22, Nov. 19 ..i: Montcalm 
To Cherbourg--^outhamptot;i 
—Antwerp
Qct. 6, Nov. 3 .....—- Melita 
Oct. 20, Nov. 17 .. Minnedosa 
To Belfast—Glasgow 
Oct. 7, Nov. 4 .... Metagama 
.PROM QUEBEC 
To Liverpool
Oct. 8; Nov. 5 ...."Montrbyal 
To Cherbourg—Southampton 
Oct. 6, Empress of Scotland 
Oct. 27. .. Empress of France 
To Belfast-Qlasgow  ̂
Oct. 21, Nov. 18.... Montnairn 
DIRECT SERVICE TO IRELAND
. Apply to Agents everywhere or 
J. J. PORSTER, Gen. Agt., 




~ 'y~\—  I i i i io  u i « j i  u »  u iiu  n  ull arrives i l l  an
ill storage arc not overripe condition, shipped in “rollers,”
Vi upon some of them being 10 days In transit.
Vv Vml 1^* 8>ow- Some of the cars will not realize on­ly and there is a tendency towards
weaker firiccs. Apples are slow.
Conditions would undoubtedly im­
prove with improved weather condi-
this final hearing the Board is expected 
to work out an entire revision of west­
ern freight rates. It has been officially 
given out that B.C. will be again re­
presented at the hearings by Mr. G. G. 
McGccr, K.C.
tions
Local Potatoes, cwt, sack,
$1.50 to ............................ 175
Local Celery, Ib., 6c to ................. 07
Local Cabbage, cwt., $2.00 to .... 3.00 
Local Carrots and Beets, cwt..
$2.00 to ,.
2.50
B.G, Plums, Greengage, 4-bskt. 













From New YorkDeo. 2 
2S PortSî SS Days Ashont. 
Write it now on your calendar
Assorted, No. 1, $1.25 to .....
Assorted, No. 2, 75c to .........
^ •9  No. 1, 80c to
No. 2, 70c to .........................
B.C. Peaches, Elberta, box. No.
......... .....    I'SO
Tj $1.20 to .............. .... . 1.30
B.C. Pears, Bartlett, box,
fancy, $̂2.50 to :..............  2.75
C C^ade, $2.25 t o ....... ;.......... 2.40
B.C. Pears, Flemish, box,
^ Fancy, $2,25 t o ........... ......  2.50
C Grade, $2.00 t o ................  2i2S
Assorted, Crate, $1,60 to ......... 1.75
B.C. Apples,'Gravenstein, box,
t?— ......    2.00Wealthy, box. Fancy, $1.80 to
ough to pay transportation charges.
Wholesale Prices:
B .C . Potatoes, New, cwt........»..$ 1.25
B.C, Onions, Yellow, Standard,
cwt.....................................
B.C. Tomatoes, Field, 4-bskt,
No, 1 I.......... ...........1........ .
B.C. Tomatoes, Field, pear box....
B.C. Cukes, peach box ..........
B.C. Celery, crates, lb..............
B.C. Apples, Macs, ,box. Fancy 
B.C. Apples, Macs, crate ............
B.C. Apples, Wealthy, box,
C Grade ............................ 2.00
B.G, Apples, Wealthy, crate • LS(i 
B.Cj Apples, Various, crate ........ 1.5(1
B/ y Crabs, Hyslop, box, Fancy 2.0V 
L.-C . Plums, Greengage, 4-bskt
No. 1 ................... .... ........
B.C; Plums, Damspn, 4 bskt,
No. 1 ................. .............
B.C. Plums, Pond’s Seedling,
4 bskt. Fancy........ ..... ..........
B.C. Plums, Lombard, 4 bskt
No,, 1 ....... ........................
B.G. Plums, Grand Duke, 4
bskt. No. 1 .............. ........
B.C. Prunes, Italian, boxes. No. 1 
B.C. Peaches, Elberta, Crawford,
No. 1
CHURCH NOTICES
ST. M ICHAEL & A L L  ANGELS. 
Sept 26th. 17th Sunday after Trinity. 
No Celebration of the Holy Commun-] 
ion at 8 a.m.
11 a.m.. Matins. '
2.30 p.m,, Sunday School.







Saleswoman—“That hat, madatn« 
makes yOu look 10 years younger!” 
Customer—“Then it won’t do. When 
I took it off I should look 10 years 
older!”—London Opinion.
—;’’Dec. 2 .” Sail away for 1 3 2  
days of enchantment... You’ll 
' 8i^ the Seven Seas and visit the 
five 'cbntinents...Sajl on the 
l^atial Empress of Scotland, 
steady and smooth, 25,000 
gross tons—one of the world’s 
1 2  largest ships*-^2 orchestras; 
delightful companions, and' 
' events unforgettable! And one 
management oh ship and shore.
- Over55 days'ashore!Included 
excursions at 25 ports. ;̂ Rea»̂  
the itinerary.
Literatme from J. J. Forster, 
Gener^ Agent, Ocean Traf- 
nc, Vancouver. Personal 
service if desired.

















ThI* OMbt* <‘0 ”  
I* ths tuper qual> 
Ity mark. You'll 
find It on tba 
ildavall of every 
peaulao arogory.
T h e  
B e s t  T ir e s
G R E i f f i l R Y
TillRJES'
Blitish Columbici’s
Fancy, $1.75 to ...............
C Grade, $1.70 t o .................
B.C. Cantaloupes, crate 45-36
i $2.25 to ............ ..... . ’
B.C. Tomatoes', Field, Ripe, 4
box crate, No. 1, $1.10 t o .......
Green, box, $1.()0 to ......
I §9* Field, box, 60c to.’.’.’.'
J B.C, Onions, Yellow Globe, cwt. 
_vsack. Standard. $1.75 to ........
........ ........... -White^ckling, box, $1.45 to 
Imported Pears. Bartlett, box.
Fancy, $2.75 to ..................
C Grade. $2.50 t o .............
Imported' Peaches, Elberta, box^
No. 1, $1.40 to ......
Imported Prunes, box. No. 1 
1 80c to .90
Car arrfvals from Sept. 9th to ISth.— 
'Appl« 3 cars B.C.; mixed fruit, 11 
ca « B.C; fruit and vegetables. 3 cars 
B.C.; grapes, 1 car Cal.
^Medicine Hat
Sept. 14.—The 
weather here has been brighter the last 
couple of days and we are hoping that 
harvesting will commence again. Busi­
ness has only bieen fair owing to the un- 
' certainty of the weather.
Prices are as follows;
Fancy Wealthies ......  <t onn
Crate Wealthies ...............  ̂ 150
! Fancy McIntosh. $2.40 to .... .....! 2!S0
. r̂ate McIntosh ............ . . 2 00
Hyslop Crabapples ......... ......  2 00
Pears .....   2.75
[ Tomat^s ...... .:.................1.25
Green Tomatoes .............  1 25
I Celery ................... ........— ; gg
Local Cabbage, Beets, Turnips,






Wash. Bartlett Pears, boxes.
Fancy
Wash, Italian- Prunes, peach box 
Car arrivals, Sept, 9th to iSth.— 
B.C., 6 apples, 4 mixed fruit, 7 mixed 
fruit and vegetables, 3 prunes, 1 tom- 
atpes. Ontario: 1 mixed fruit. Alber­
ta: 1 vegetables. Imported: 3 pears, 1 
prunes, 1 sweet potatoes, 1 grapes.
- Winnipeg
WINNIPEG, Sept. 15.—Business for 
the past week on this market has been 
somewhat better than last week, the 
weather having cleared up, making the 
market more brisk. ,
McIntosh apples arriving now in 
crates are on the green side and are 
spoiling the demand for these apples. 
There are possibly three cars of B.C. 
celery in storage here and unable to be 
sold on account of there being so much 
of the local product.
There is absolutely no sale at all for 




Blueberries, 11 qt. baskt. .........$ 2.75
Plums, Bradshaw, Blue, Red, Dam-
son, ,Q. Gage, 11 qt. bskt........... .90
' 6 quart basket........ .v......... . .40
Tomatoes, 11 qt. baskt. ........... .90
Cucumbers, 11 qt. bskt. ............ .65
Apples, R. Astrachan, 11 qt. bskt. 1.00
Pears, Bartlett, 11 qt. bskt. ...... 1.20
Manitoba;
Potatoes, New, cwt. ................  1.35
British Columbia:
Prunes, Italian, crate ... ...........  1.00
Peaches, Elberta, box, No. 2 ..... 1.50
Cantaloupes, Elberta, box, No. 2 1.50
Cantaloupes, Standard crate . ..... 2.00
\ycd., 29th, St. Michael and All An-| 
gels’ Day. 10 a.m.. Holy- Communion.
Harvest Thanksgiving Services will | 




to fight it out alone
JOE RICH VALLEY. — Harvest] 
Thanksgiving Services on Sunday, S^- 
tember 26th. The choir boys of St. 
Michael and All Angels will assist at 
the services and give a service of song 
in the Schoolhouse on Friday evening, 
24th.
JHE_savi„p of many years eaten up
UNITED CHURCH OF CANADA 
—Pastor: Rev. A, K. McMinn, B.A., 
Organist and Choirmaster: C. W.
Openshaw.
Special Rally Day Services in Church 
and Sunday School,
11̂  a.m., Public Worship. Sermon 
subject: “If Pentecost were repeated in 
Modern Life?”
2.30 p.m., Sunday School Rally  ̂ The 
Pageant, “United to Serve,” will be 
presented by Sunday School pupils un­
der the direction of Mrs. McWilliams.
7.15 p.m.. Song Service.
7.30 p.m., Public Worship. Sermon 
subject: “People who' don’t go to 
Church.” Violin solo: Misb Isobel 
Murray; “Air fo r the G String”—Bach.
Wed., 29th, 8 p.m. Special Service 
preparatory to Communion Service.
Cucumbers, per hundred...... .....  2.50 Tomatoes, 4 bskt. crate ............ 3.00
Grapes, Tokay ......................... 4.00| Pears, Flemish Beauty, box,
B^anas ............. ................... . .12 Fancy ..............................  2.75
Prunes and peaches are finished for (Apples, Wealthy, box, (3 grade.... 2.00
this season.
T I R E
G
r e g o r y  t i r e s  challeng^e th e  
w o r ld . T h e y  a r e  th e  best— w ith o u t 
eq u a l a t a n y  p r ic e . F a u lt le s s  con ­
s tru c t io n  plus d ou b le  fa c t o r y  in sp ection  
assu re  you  o f  s a t is fa c to r y  s e rv ic e — and 
th ey  a re  m ade in  B . C .
Saskatoon
SASKATOON, Sept. 15.—Business 
here has been fairly good during the 
past week although prices are not 
steady, there being so much compet­
ition. Some Independents from dif­
ferent parts of B.C. are selling direct tp 
the retail stores. One shipper blew in 
from Chilliwack with a car load of as­
sorted varieties of apples and, as he 
.was unable to make a direct sale to 
cither jobbers or retailers, threatened to 
sell direct from car to farmers.’ It is 
these odd cars that cause so much dis­
turbance, as the legitimate trade will 
not stand for outsiders coming in and 
taking their trade away from them. 
Cars are scattered around all over the 
untry and moved around from town 
town according to conditions. 
Weather has been fine but cool with 
light frosts at nights some times and 
considerable threshing is now being 
done.
Bulk Wealthies, lb..........................03
Wrapped Wealthies and Assorted 2.00 
Crate Wealthies and Assorted .... 1.50
iMcIntosh Fancy ......   2.25
McIntosh Crates .....................  1.90
Italian Prunes ......     .90
Ellierta Peaches ........    1.50
Pears, $2.00 to ....................   3.OO
Hyslop Crabs ..........................  2.00
Semi-Ripe Tomatoes ...............  1.50
Green Tomatoes .....................  1.25
Cukes.....................  ;so
Celery ......................  06
Onions ................................. . .02
CaI)I)agc, Carrots and Beets .....  ̂ .03
Spuds ................................. . .02
Ontario Blueberries ...........L. 2.75
Ontario Ripe Tomatoes ............ 1.00
Ontario Cuke* ..............................SO
Ontario Peppcr.s ....................... ].00
Ontario Red Peppers ...............  2.23
Spanish Onions, large crates...... ?,75
Moose Jaw
MOOSE JAW. Sept. 15.—Weather 
fair during«fast week. Market well sup­
plied with B.C.' fruit and vegetables. 
Over supply of Wealthy crate apples 
on the market. Some of the small B.C.
Apples, Wealthy, crates ...........  1.75
Apples, McIntosh Red, box, C
Grade ............ ...................  2.25
Apples, McIntosh Red, crates .... 1.75
Apples, Gravenstein. King, Jef­
fries, crates, $1.50 t o ...... . 1.75
Crabapples, Hyslop, box. Fancy,
.$2.00 to ................. .... ... 1. 2.10
Onions, Yellow, cwt. Sample .... 2.25 
Celery. 50 lb. crate .................. 4.00
Imported:
Prunes, Italian, box, WashA No. 2 1.00 
Peaches, Elberta, box. Wash.,
No. 2 .................:.........   1.65
Pears. Bartlett, box, Wash.,
Fancy ..............................  3.S0
Onions, Spanish, 120 lb. crate .... 5.50 
Grapes, Tokay, crate. Cal........  3.00
Car Receipts.—Ont.: 1 bus. basket 
apples. 5 mixed fruit British Colum­
bia: 4 prunes, 4 pears, 3 onions, _ 
plums, 2 apples, bulk, 44 apples. 2 mix­
ed fruit. Imported: 1 mixed fruit 3 
grapes. 2 peaches, 1 prunes, 3 Span­
ish onions.
Vancouver
VANCOUVER, B.C. Sept 15.- 
Unscttled' weather has prevailed dur­
ing the past week, bringing cooler 
temperatures. ' '
With the passing away of glut con­
ditions in many lines the market has 
settled down to the quieter 'movement 
which is usual between harvest sea­
sons.
There is a limited demand for peach­
es which is met by withdrawals from 
cold storage and light importations 
from Washington. These latter arc 
mostly of the J. H. Hales variety, al­
though a few Elbertas have been 
brought in also.
Okanagan prunes are very draggy 
notwithstanding the low price. There 
are fairly heavy holdings of this in cold 
storage, some of which show a tend­
ency to soften.
McIntosh Red apples are moving out 
fairly well. Receipts continue to keep 
up the high standard set by the first 
arrivals. The heavier part of the niovc- 
ment is on the hulk package of aliout
BAPTIST CHURCH.—Mr. Gilbert 
Thornber, Acting Pastor.
Sunday School, 10.30 a.m. Evening 
Service at 7.30. Song Service, 7.20.
Wednesday, 8 p.m., Weekly Prayer 
Meeting.
SALVATION ARMY. — Morning 
Meeting at 11. Sunday School at 2.30 
p.m. Evening Meeting at 7.30.
Tom’s long and fatal illness, Mrs.* 
L. finds herself penniless.
Frail and sorrowful she faces the future 
with despair.
What work can a woman of sixty do to ,eko 
out a precarious living?
t f  . there had only been some insurance—
But Tom had said they’d have enough laid 
by to tide them through old age without 
spending money on life insurance.
I f  Tom could have foreseen the future 
would he not have carried life insurance? We 
think so, don’t you ?
How clearly cpn you foresee the future? 
Might not your widow be left as I to . L. was ?
Why take a chance?—especially when the 
profits earned by Mutual Life Policies make 
.'the cost of insurance so very reasonable.
W a t e r l o o  




At Open Car Prices
Com f o r i
$ 2 0 3 0
The success of the Chrysler 
**70” Coach is one o f the
beyond ordinary practice in  
cars o f this type*
most outstanding instances 
o f the public acceptance o f  
the unique advantages re­
sulting from the Chrysler 
plan of Standardized Quality.
C h r y s le r  S tandard ized  
Quality o f superb engineer­
ing and precise and endur­
ing manufacturing produced 
results in speed, acceleration, 
dependab ility , com fort, 
handling ease and long life 
never before achieved by a 
motor car of such price*
Generous room; upholstery 
of beautiful and durable fab­
ric; doors of unusual width 
to afford unusual conven­
ience in getting in and out; 
artistic grouping of instru­
ments and controls; electric 
fiumer and a manifold heat 
control, for better motor 
operation; and a host of other 
conveniences which Chry­
sler pioneered and which are 
still exclusive with Chrysler*
F. O. B. ‘Windsor, Ont># 
(freight only to be added). 
Price includes all taxes, 
bumpers front and rear, 
spare tire, tire cover and 
tank full of gasoline.
CHRYSLER ’’70" -  Phaeton, 
$2030i Coach, $Z030t Road- 
tter, $2185f Sedan, $2250, 
RoyalCoupe,$2460fBroushamr $253St Royal Sedan, $2605f 
Crotvn Sedan, $2730.
(Continued on Page 7)
Standardized Quality also 
developed a smart and grace­
ful coach body as distinctive 
as the chassis—with quality, 
luxury and refinement far
Come in. W e  are eager to 
have you see and apjpreciate 
these incom parable quali­
ties. Then and only then 
can you appreciate what an 
amazing value the Chry­
sler " ‘70” Coach Is at its 
price o f  $2030.
Chryaler Standardized Quality 
ft a fixed and Inflexible quality 
ttandnrd which enforce* the 
tame tcrupuloutly dote limit* 
—the tame rlfid rule of engi­
neering exactnet* — the tame 
abtolute accuracy and precltion.' 
of alignment and attemblage— 
In the meaiurement, the ma­
chining and the manufacturing 
of every part, practice and proc- 
ct* In four line* of Chrytler 
ca r* -“SO” , “60", "70" and 
Imperial ”80".
Chrysler Model “Numbers: 
Mean Miles Per Hour,









DR. J. W. N. SHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. Pondozi St. & Lawrence Avc,
-T!---
T .  G . N O R R I S
BARRISTER. SOLICITOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Cooorso Block - Kelowna, B.C.
r -r -r
T. F. MCWILLIAMS
b a r r is t e r , SOLICITOR 
n o t a r y  p u b l ic
PAWET BLOCK. Kelowna, B.C.
MRS. iV. J. PRITCIIARR
a .r.c .m .
Silver Medalist (London, EiiRland) 
Teacher oI, Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: corner o f Rjlch^ St. and 
Harvey Avc. Phone 225-L3, P.0.2J4
BALLARD & McEWAN
- Dressmaking —  Millinery 
Importers, of.
Dresses, Hats. Novelties. 
Phone 251 P -O -B ok 706
ISSUER Of
Mi\RRIAGE IICENCES
JAS. D. P E T T IG R E W  
Manufacturing Jeweller
30-tfc
THE KEEOWNA rUIMBINC 
and SHEET METAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
•Phones: i Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
The Old Country Shoemaker’s work 
is'good* no doubt, but if the shoes 
are* fixed in time, it’s still better.
j: D. JO YA L
Cor. Bernard and Water SL 
P.O. Box 304 Kelowna, B. C.
F. W . G R O V E S
M. Can. Soc. C. E.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
SiirvevHaiul Ktimvls oil liri»falum AVorkw 
ApplicatioiiH for'■Vat**r l.ioenMtts,
KELOWNA. B.C.
J O S E P H  R O S S I
CO NTRACTO R
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Barn
•Phone 298
ALBERT WHIFFIH
b u i l d i n g  c o n t r a c t o r
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano Work 
Phone 506-L4 P-0. Box 85
SING LEE
Shoe Repairer, Lawrence Avenue, 
next to the Oil Shop, will be pleased 
to welcome old and new customers. 
Large stock of High Class Shoes 
at reasonable prices.
P. O. Box 56
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying afid Cut Stone C.oulract- 
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns. Local Agent
SALE OF
S E C O N D - H A N D  C A D S
Maxwell Touring, in first class 
, condition, new paint job. 
Ford Light D^liyery, in good 
, running order.
Ford Touring, good mechanical 
order.
Studebakcr Roadster, good run­
ning order and good rubber. 
Two one-ton Ford Trucks^ ov- 
vcrhattlctl and in good shape.
These cars oaii be bought on 
i time. '
H U D SO N -ESSEX
THOMSON MOTORS, LTD.
Phone 22 (Day and Night)
- , * - Pe--*Corner of Lawrchcc Avc. & endozI





y / / m \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ m s
Ye s , our pure food bread has a vyorthy purpose. It brings health and strength and 
a meal-time satisfaction to the 
folks who partake of it regular­
ly. One slice calls for a loaf; 
one loaf forms the habit.
‘Q U A L IT Y ’’-^the Keynote at
SutheflandBakery
Phone 121
G r u e n
Wristlets at^SS
The first rectangular Wrist 
Watch wfuch we can fully , 
reconomend.
If you have been looking 
for a really dependable watch 
at a moderate price see this 
new wristlet in its. choice of 
several designs in sturdy 






PINE. FIR. TAMARACK, 
ALDER, BIRCH
Any lengths cut to order.
Book your orders now and be sure 




“ How was vour speech received at 
the club?’’ asked one of Jones’ friends.
“Why they congratulated me very 
heartily. In fact, one of the members 
came to nic and told me that when I 
•iat down he said to himself it was the 
best thing I had ever done.
Diversion and Use
TAKE NOTICE that P. Ncave, A. 
Eutin, W. Barber and others, whose 
address is Rutland, B.C., will.apply for 
a licence to take and use 90 acre feet 
of water out of Bench , Creek (also 
known as streams flowing through 
S.W. 14, Sec. 16, Tp. 26), which flows 
South-West and drains into Mĵ ssion 
Creek about 600 feet North of the S.W. 
corner of Sec. 16. Tp. 26.
The water will be diverted from the 
stream at a point near the centre of 
Lot “A”, Registered Plan 1920, and 
will be used for irrigation purjioses 
nnon the land described as 187 qcres of 
Sections 22 and 23, irrigated from In­
take “ M”, Water Rights Map 8404, 
under f'lnal Licence 3778 and Condi­
tional Licences 77 and 284. '1 he said 
water will be delivered to the ditch 
diverting water at Intake “ B”, fc  ̂ use 
on the lands of the Mission Creek 
Water Users’ Community, in heu of 
which an equal quantity will be diver­
ted at Intake “M” for use on the 187 
acres described above.
This notice was posted on the ground 
on the 27th day of August, 1926.
A copy of this notice and an applic­
ation pursuant thereto and to the 
“Water Act’’ will be filed in the office 








To any address in the British Empire 
$2.50 per year. To the United 
States and other foreign countries,
$3.00 per year.
The COURIER docs not necessarily
endorse the sentiments of any con­
tributed article.
To ensure acceptance, aU nianuscript 
should be legibly written on one 
side, of the paper only. Typewritten 
copy is preferred.
Letters to the editor, will not be ac­
cepted for publication over a "iiom 
dc plume''; the writer’s correct name 
must be appended.
Contributed matter received alter 
Tuesday night will not be published 
until the tollowing week.
ADVERTISING RATES 
Contract advertisers will please _ note 
that their contract calls xor delivery 
of all changes of advertisement to 
The Courier Office by Mondoy night 
This rule is in the mutual interests
of patrons and publisher, to avoid 
congestion on Wednesday and Thurs­
day and consequent night wqrlvahd 
to facilitate publication of The Cour­
ier on time. Changes of contract ad­
vertisements will be accepted on 
Tuesday as an accommodation to an 
advertiser confronted with an emer­
gency, but dn no account on Wed­
nesday for the following day’s issue.
Classified Adverti8ements--Such as 
For Sale, Lost,- Fopnd, Wanted, 
etc., under heading “ Want Ads. 
First insertion, 13 cents per line; 
each additional insertion. Without 
change of matter, 10 cents per line. 
Minimum charge per' week, 30 
cents, Count five words to line. 
Each initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as a word. 
Filing fee for box numbers, c/o 
The Courier, if desired, 10 cents 
extra. . .
Transient -and Contract Adyertisc- 
 ̂ments—Rates quoted on application
Legal and Municipal Advertising- 
First insertion, 15- Cents per line
each subsequent insertion, 10 cents 
, oer line'. •
It so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a box number, 
care of 'The. Courier, and forwarded 
to'their private address, or delivered 
on call at office. For this seryice; add 
10 cents to cover postage or filing.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1926
WEATHER MAN MOST
UNKIND TO FALL FAIR
(Continued from page 1.)
Objections to the application may 
lid W j ■ ^ -----he filed with the sa ater Recorder 
or with the Comptroller of Water 
Rights, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
B.C., within thirty days after the first 
appearance of this notice in a local 
newspaper. .
The date of the first publication of 







Still travelling round the main build­
ing, the exhibit of W. W. Loane was to 
be seen, consisting of electric washing 
machines, stpves, heaters and .other 
kindred articles, and adjoining it was 
the Forestry Display, specially exhibi­
ted by the Forestry Branch of the De­
partment of Lands. This was extreme­
ly well,got up and showed a very real­
istic stretch of forest country in minia­
ture. Running through it was a logging 
train, bringing logs to a mill and even a 
small logging town was shown, de­
tails being complete down to the little 
lake in which booms of logs were kept. 
On the highest mountain nearby was 
the forestry watch tower, and the 
whole of the scenery was well portray­
ed, good effects being obtained by a 
liberal use of moss and small branches 
of pine and fir, which were placed so 
as to resemble both standing timber 
and partially and totally logged-off 
land. Also in one corner could be seen 
a stretch of burnt country, destroyed 
by a forest fire, the remains of a log­
ging mill and devastated village being 
shown. In order that the effect of the 
exhibit might be more potent, the fol­
lowing statistics for the year 1924 Were 
shown in large letters: “ fires caused by 
lightning, 24 per cent; those caused by 
human agency, 76 per cent; the yearly 
income from the forests of B. C. a- 
mounts to $35,000,000, which helps to 
pay for schools, bridges and other 
things and keeps down taxation.’ Al­
together, this exhibit was a highly cre­
ditable one.
Adjoining the Forestry exhibit was 
the fashion display of the Fumerton 
Departmental Store, very tastefully de­
corated in white and blue, and which 
attracted much attention, and in the 
north-east corner the special exhibit of 
the Sumnierland Experimental Station 
was to be found-This consisted of some 
excellent charts, statistics and photo­
graphs dealing with livestock, cover 
crops, plants and their diseases, shrubs 
for ornamental planting and other i- 
tems of interest to farmers and orchard- 
ists, and, on tables, displays of several 
variety tests of fruit and vegetables. 
The latter included several kinds of 
peppers, selected Earliana tomatoes, 
egg plants and a new commercial var­
iety of apple, the “Lobo,” which Origin­
ated from a McIntosh seedling. This 
apple is stated to hang better on the 
tree than the McIntosh, but is not as 
good a keeper. It is more symmetrical 
in shape and its size is more uniforni. 
Charts showing the right time for pick­
ing Jonathans and other apples were 
also to be seen, . ul exhibits explana­
tory of new metho. of grafting, now 
know as “inlay’’ gra ng. Specimens 
of hardy root stocks \ ' on display,
also new varieties of m*. s and sev­
eral kinds of grasses usefr i l or mixing 
with alfalfa. There was als ) : good ex­
hibit of cured tobacco, gro' a here last 
year, and an instructive one dealing 
with plant and tree diseases. Altogeth­
er, this exhibit v/as a good advertisc- 
nicnt for the continual and steady pro- 
grcs,s of the various kinds of work done 
at the’ Exi)crimcnt;il Station.
At the cast entrance was another ex­
hibit of electric contrivancc.s of var­
ious kinds, including a , small electric 
lighting plant, by Mr. J. H. Trcnwitli. 
and oppo.sitc it an exceedingly fine dis­
play of bicycles and sporting goods 
shown by Ted Busc. A small corner 
adjoining was used by the Directors as 
a meeting room and next to it was the 
exhibit of the Provincial Laboratory of 
Entomology, Vernon. This latter show­
ed practically every kind of insect pest 
and fungus growth ever Iqiown in this 
province and also included a small, hut 
interesting, silk exhibit.
Before the main entrance was reach­
ed again the display of stoves, ranges, 
washing machines and similar articles 
made by the Morrison-Tliompson 
Hardware Co., Ltd., was to be found, 
and also an exceptionally fine radio 
exhibit by the McDonald Garage.
The main displays were, as Usual, in 
the centre of the building, this space 
being equally, taken up by the vegetable 
and field products exhibits at the west 
end and the floral exhibits at the cast.
Vegetable And Field Produce
The exhibits of both vegetables and 
field produce were by no means as 
numerous as they ought to have been, 
and did not represent to any visitor 
frotn afar what this district produces 
in those lines. However, although they 
did not cover the space assigned to 
them, they were in nearly all classes 
exceptionally good in quality. The 
showing of beanisi, garden beets, car­
rots, peppers and squash was good, 
but, on the, other hand, the display of 
onions and tortiatoes was not represen­
tative of the chief tomato and onion 
producing district of the Dominion. 
Honey and butter exhibits were also 
scant in quantity and not in keeping 
with displays made in former years.
. . Flowers
The floral exhibits, which were ar­
ranged on five tables, taking up much 
more space than for many years past, 
were quite one of the very best features 
of the Exhibition.', Nearly every class 
was unusually well represented, and 
some of the exhibits were super-excell­
ent. The geraniums made a wonderful 
showing arid the fuchsias were by far 
the best seen at the Fair for many 
years and have seldom been exhibited 
in such wonderful bloom at any'show 
in the Interior. Begopias, of which 
many, varieties were to be seen, some 
of which were exceptionally beautiful, 
asters, stocks, and all the, commoner 
garden varieties of flowers made a 
fine display, the exhibits being much 
more numerous than formerly. The 
collections of annuals', perennials, glad­
ioli, pansies were also exceedingly fine, 
meriting the attention of all lovers of 
flowers. The children’s displays were 
also good and in all this division was 
one of the main attractions, of the Fair, 
one which each visitor could not help 
remembering in after years. :
Fruit
As at former exhibitions, the plate 
fruit exhibits lyere to be found jn the 
north gallery, and.it is gratifying to be 
able to record that those shown this 
year were, both as regards quantity 
and quality, super-excellent, a display 
fully in keeping with the importance 
of this district as the largest fruit- pro­
ducing section of the province, the very 
top'notch of perfection in almost every 
class. All who inspected them declared 
them to be by far the best display of 
like kind seen here for a long time. The 
contest for the Lieutenant-Governor's 
cup did not evoke a large quantity of 
boxed fruit, but the two competing ex­
hibits were of very fine quality. The 
exhibits of three commercial varieties 
of apples for the cup presented by the 
Royal Bank of Canada also brought out 
some splendid fruit, and the exhibits of 
single varieties of apples were also 
wonderful, quite an education to many 
people. Some Idea of the fine exhibits 
in the north gallery can be gleaned by 
mentioning the number of exhibits 
shown in each class, which was: for
Lieutenant-Governor’s cup, two boxed 
exhibits, one of McIntosh, Wagencr 
and Delicious, and the other of Mc­
Intosh, Delicious and Rome Beauty; 
plate exhibits. Stayman, four entries; 
Wealthy, four; McIntosh, fifteen; Jon­
athan, twenty-five; Delicious, seven­
teen; Rome Beauty, eleven; Yellow 
Newtown, thirteen; .Winter Banana, 
seven; Grimes Golden, thirteen; Wag- 
ener, fourteen; Northern Spy, twelve; 
Gravcnstcin, one; Snow, seven; Ontar­
io, five; Baldwin, three; Golden Rus­
set, three; Cox Orange, five; King, 
one; Rhode Island Greening, two; var­
ious other varieties, five; various other 
winter varictfbs, eleven. '
The competition of three plates of 
winter apples drew no less than four­
teen entries, while that for single spec­
imens resulted in there being three en­
tries of Stayman, five of Wealthy, thir­
teen of McIntosh, twelve of Jonathan, 
eleven of Delicious, seven of Rome
(Continued on page 5)
Mud and dirt that have become 
hardened in the cells of the radiator 
should never be removed with wire 
or a tool. The thin cell walls are easily 
punctured and, small leaks in the rad­
iator invariably result. Use water dir­
ected from a hose to clear the passages, 
with the stream guided frorii the cn- 
ginc.
W ^ o m e n ’ s  G o a t s
F I L L  S I T L E S  A T  G R U n T  F A V D D R E D  P R I C E S
Time to supply fall needs when such nice 
warm stylish coats as these are priced so low.
Fur trimmed Coats at $15.00 and $16.50 in 
smart styles with shaped collar of soft fur.
Dressy Coats of han<lsomc plaids and assorted 
Tweeds as well as plain velour, warmly 'in­
terlined with soft fur collars to match; ̂ zes
16 years and up to 42. $25.00
Our Special .............
Marvella and Broadcloth Coats* sonic showing 
hii'ge sleeves; all arc silk and chiffon lined;
beautifully finished with fur $35.00
collars; sizes to 44; at
/ :  i
C O R R E C T  M I t L IN E R Y  
F O R  F A L L  W E A R
Imported models and new pattern Hats, 
in attractive shddes; $ 5 .9 5  to $ 8 .5 0 ,
Lll Jv«GvI «B |.W a ' -r .
Women’s and' Misses’ Felt Hats which
L t r T ^ r ^ ' ^  * 3 . 5 0  $ 5 ,5 0
Men’s, Luraiberjacks
Y O U  M U S T  S E E  T H E S E
D EAC O N  LUM BERJACKS, in pure flannel checks; best
for sport and general wear. $7.50
Men’s pure wool LU M B E R JA C K  SW EA TER S, with, 
knitted bottom, in new colors; all sizes. Prices.,..
$4.95 A N D  $5.95
•’i
Fumerton &  Go.
“  W H E R E  C A S H  B E A T S  C R E D IT ”
A man has left his entire fortune to 
his lawyers. He was evidently deter­
mined that there, should be no l^gal 
delays in the executiori of his 'wishes.
A spinster living in a London sub­
urb was shocked at tk̂ e language used 
by two men repairing telegraph wires 
close to her house.
She wrote to the company on the 
matter, and the foreman was asked to 
report. . ,
“Me and Bill Fairweather were on 
this job,’’ he said. “ I was up the tele­
graph pole, and accidentally let the 
hot lead fall on Bill. It went down 
his neck. Then, he said: ,‘you. really 
must be more careful, Harry.
Tourist—Bother! "We’ve climbed to 
the top of this mountain to see the 
view and we’ve forgotten the glasses.
Scottish Guide—Och! Never mind, 
there’s naebody aboot. We can jrist 
tak’ it oot o’ the bottle.
When I was up in the mountains 
once, I came upoh an old prospector 
standing outside a cave. He to, j he 
had just found a treasure hidden in­
“What is it?’’ I asked “ouartz? 
“ ‘Naw,’’ he whispers “pints.”
“Doesn’t the noise of the trains 
bother you, living so close to the rai - 
way?”“ Well, now you speak of it, I have 
heard the whistling when my wife did 
not happen to be talking.”
Lunatic asylum keeper (showing vis­
itor apparently unoccupied dormitory 
with twenty bed's): This is where the
mad chauffeurs arc kept.
“Oh, is it?” asked the visitor. But
where arc they?” „ .
“ ‘Well, you can’t sec them, the 
guide replied. “They’re all under the 
beds examining the springs.
T D D  A R E  R E S P O N S I B L E  ' :
TO THE PUBLIC FOR THE OPERATION OF YOUR CAR, 
WHETHER YOU DRIVE IT YOURSELF OR ANOTHER
DRIVES IT.
Our automobile policies go farther than assuming your 
liability for injuries and damage to property.
Unjust claims may be made against you. Your car may 
be attached by reason of an accident for which you are 
blameless. In such cases we look after your interest; 
w£ investigate the claims; we save you time, worry and 
expense. All this service is included in the first cost of 
the policy.
McTAVISH & WHILLIS
L IM IT E D
I N S U R A N C E
FIRE LIFE ACCIDENT
An elderly examiner glanced over 
the top of his spectacles. . ,
' “Arc you sure, he enquired, ,tiiat 
this, is a purely original composition
vou have handed in?”
■ “Yes, sir,” came the answer. uut
you may possibly have
or two of the words m the dictionary.
After Changing A Tire
The easiest way to get the jack from 
under the car is to push the car off the 
jack.S The objection to this method is 
that it gives the c.ar quite a jolt, cs- 
occiallv if the wheel is jacked high. 
S c r  to slow the inll and soiten the 
jolt the emergency hrdke ' J.
olied slightly—not sufficiently to P̂ c 
?cnt pushing the car, yet enough to 
slow down its movement.
Test For Spark Plug 
A simple test to tell xvhether povver 
is being lost due to a > leaking spark 
plug is made by dropping ojl around 
fhe packing joints. If the oil 




HERE IS A RAINCOAT THAT IS 
SMART AND INDIVIDUAL
No need to fear the weather in this 
raincoat. And it’s so smart that wc 
long for rain in order to show it off.
It’s of dark red rubberized silk, with 
tight sleeves and tiirnc l-hack cuffs. An 
odd little collar and four little tabbed 
pockets add to its individu.ality.
It is smartly belted and has a ilarĉ d 
.skirt and slightly bloused top.
The Pitmanic
Business C o l l e p
ROWCLIFFE BUILDING  
KELOWNA, B. C.
T A K E  A
BUSINESS 
COURSE
And Be Fitted For Business. 
J O I N  N  O W
W E  TEA C H
Shorthand, Typewriting, Book­
keeping, Commercial Law, 
Spelling, etc.
Day and Night Schools
Full particulars from ihc Principal 
MR. JAMES GRIFFIN
Husband—“ I don’t seem to be able 
to get the electric lights to work. There 
must he a short circuit somewhere.” 
Wife—“Well, John, if Î  were you I 
wouldn’t monkey with it any more. We 
c;in get an electrician to come and 
lengthen it.”
Must Have Been A Bunny ,Hug
Aunt: “So your sweetheart went a- 
ivay yesterday. Parting is very painful, 
isn’t it?”
Niece; “ I shpuld think so. Every rib 
in my body aches.”
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WANT ADS.
Pirat insertion: 15 ccnl» per line;
each additional inaortioni 10 cents 
per Uric. Minimum charge pcr| 
vycek, 30 ccotfl.
P̂ OR SALE—MiBccIlancoua
FOR SALE—Fifty-eight acres. Rut-, 
■ land district, part of the North-] 
West quarter of ,Ŝ cction 23, Town­
ship 26; price, $1,000.00. Apply, No. 
644, Courier. ________
FOR SALE—Used Ford touring car. 
Apply cor« Richter and Caddci* Sts.
u-lp
RABBITS—Chinchillas and Black Sib- 
; crian; pedigreed; three months old 
Okanagan Ran
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
l'’|ftccn cents per line,' each im tr^  
tion; ihinirnum chai'î o, 30 cento. 
Count live words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than live figures counts as 
word.
Dr. Mnthison, dentist, Willita’ Block, 
[telephone 89. tfc
fm , m , m
Don’t forget to kcCp Oct. 19tij for 
the Harvest Moon Dance, under the
auspices of the I.O.D.E. 6-4c
m m *  ■
GENERAL STORAGE. Any quan­
tities. Glenn Building. Phone ISO.
19-tfc
L o c a l a n d  P e r s o n a l
Mr. and Mrs. George Weir, of Van­
couver, arc staying at the Palace.
Keep in mind the .Salvation Army 
Harvest Festival, Wesley Hall, Moii- 
bitry, Ewing's Landing. I day, Oct. Hth, ’ 6-lc
6-lc I , * # • .
FOR SALE—Do you want to beautify 
your grounds? If so, plant peony 
roots this month and next. I h.uvc some j 
fihe roots for sale. F. R. E. DeHart,
5-4c
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN'S. 20-tfc official visit yesterday.
Misses A. ,Mathlson and B. Mathi- 
| .,jii, sisters of Dr. R. Mathison of tnia 
13-tfc|city, arc gucMs at the Lakeview.
The recital to be presented by Miss * ^
Send It to the Laundry. 
Phone 123,
' i'.i , Hi ' '
A horse belonging to Mr. J. W. Bell, I Fishing in Oksniagan L.'ikc i.s picking | 
I of Okanagan Mission, was knocked up. some large trout having liccn hud- 
down by a motor cur on Monday and so I ed at Okanagan Mission and various j 
badly injured that it bad to be shot, other points. The best catch reported 
The driver of the car was charged in I was made by Mr. A. l lay, wlio caiiglit 
the. Provincial Police Court yostcrd.ay j three beauties, weighing 14!<6. 10 and o 
•with driving a car without carrying hi.4’jIhuiiuIs resjicctively. Mr. H. Hang was] 
driver’s licence on his person and wa.s j also very successful quite close to 
Mr. J. Charters, ^  Ĵ velling Freight J fined $10 and .$2.50 co.sts. j town.
Agent, C.P.R., war lii the city yester- . . . . .  . , i • . --------------------
day. A ‘' ‘'» f ‘-‘''0‘H»ncnt of unusual inter- pjjesjji t̂ ATIO N  TO' ■ cst IS to I)C given in the United tJmrch lurTKso rair'rmv o»rr»Mi?
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Abrahamson. of [on Monday, October lltli. the services j xvuoo axurixi.
Rcvelstokc, arc registered at the Pal- of Miss Theresa M. .Siegel liuving heem . , . -v, . .. ,
ace. secured for that date. Miss Siegel, who Valued n^ember Of Anglican Choir I8
.M T, r • • I .1 '*ott!d clocutioniat, will present a Recipient Of Wedding Gift From
1 wo C,I ,R, freight trains'and three jniscellancous programme ojf humorous | ColloapiipB
‘ .................... " ....... ami dramatic selections, ami will he
assisted by Mr. C. W. Opcnsliaw, i at. . .■ r; Alter the customary practice of the
.A  costly car collision occurred on Anglican Cliurcli choir at the Parish
the Vernon road on Saturday evening. Hall List evening, the Rector, Rev. C,
a cai driven h.wMr. W. R. B.arlec «'jml Davis, in his capacity of choirmaster
one driven by Mr. J. Campbell running ,• ,
into each other while going at fairly '*'V 1̂* presented
high speed. The accident occurred Just fMiss Betty Stone, whose marriage to | 
opposite, to the entrance to Mr. Barr Mr. Raymond Cousins will take place 
Mr. J. H. Scans, Resident Enpincer, lee’s residence. Both cars were badly „cxt Tuesday afternoon, with a liand- 
CP.R,. Reydstpke. paid the city »«> I « « ‘̂ '‘Ped tm- T  dres^iui^ table set, taking
advantage of the opportunity given him 
All American hoy was ordered ilcpor-1 to speak in highly eulogistic terms of
C.N.R. freight trains now leave this city j 
daily.
Mrs. H. B. MacEwen, of New West-| 
minster, is visiting, Mrs. D’A. C. D. 
Hinkson.
Mr. E, L, Cross and Mr. C, H. 
Jackson returned home today from a 
trip to Kamloops,
son, i t r  f r. . t i  f this | ted by Stipendiary Magistrate Weddell | jvHhj. Stone’s services to the choir and
lust Friday. He had inunuged during , • , , n •« i i •
T, -1 to steal a hor.se, saddle U® PO«.sihle happiness in
1. McUcniml, several hlankcts, also a number of ber married life. Archdeacon Greene
FOR SALE-^Fhfd truck, gtia'rcd
speeds, good ^ordcr; cow. duĉ  ̂ i ,, , . , , ....v . . w . . ............................... . v,., - ....... - - - .....- -
21st, good producer; lady s fur t  j Siegel, on Oct. 11th, at j Vancouver, pave returned f^om articles, includilig tools belong-[also referred to the great help always
Phone 262-Lfl' for particulars. j 8.15 p.ni;, promises to he of unusual in- Uoast and arc staying at the Palace. in» to the owners of the Kclowiia- Lviii|„giy given by Miss Stone cspcc
r wiv A w« a-------JWs; tcrest and;it is hoped will he generous  ̂ $io. ami $2.50 ' “ ... ................................. .
one milking and one due to freshen | ly patronized. The miscell.uicous P*"0‘ | costs in the'City Police Court this mor- 
‘ •• ------  - ..... nf h.,mnron« .̂ ml ,!r.nnim,r sr-[ being tlrullk ill a puhlic place.next month; also small cream separa' .j. . ... , ,
' tor? and mi'lk bottles; owner Icayiilg j ,:«PI««L
gramme of u o us and d amatic e- 
ictions will appeal to young and 
rown up, aspt wilL include such nuni-I Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Glenn, from
V\/csthank ferry. While riding south on i _..ii
the horse he had stolen he was arrested ‘^̂ *y consistent attaidancc at all
and brought hack here by the Pentic- P>"ictices and services, alluding to her 
ton Provincial Police.. | ability as a soloist and stating how
, . . .  .much she would he missed, if unable to
Six couiitry^youths who have been j  ,, assistance in the future;
making a business of stealing water __ . , n  .
melons and caiituloupes came before j Major Lindsay Reed added his quota 
the Stipendiary Magistrate this week of praise on behalf of the choir and ex-
 ̂ ^ I- ' ' '^4-3ri pers as ,“An Abandoned Elopciuent,’' North China, who were staying at the
... --- ---- - ---- V., « ' T h c  Story of D;anny,” “At the Pho- Lakeview, left yesterday for the Coast.
F O R D 'F O R  SALE.*^1924 mqdcl, hv tographcrs”  >hd^other genw^^ t «  c • . a n
ex«?cllelrtt cdnaitidh, fitted .with speed- ites. Miss Siegel S;Avork iS in much dc- Mr. J. B. Spurncr and Mr. A. Ray- . . .. .
ometcr. water punip, oil, gauge, etc. mand all over the. West, and the an- mcr returned on Friday from the Nic- and received a very severe warning, pressed the hope that Miss Stone would 
"■ fof cash buyer. I nouncement that, she js. to give an ev-1 pla district, where they had some good j Their method of operating was to ride an active memher of it.
to where the fruit was to be Obtained-, . . .  , ,
TIT T I c \r .. I and on arrival there two would hold were then served, and
Mr, L. D. Kennedy, of Vancouver, horses, while the other four filled the balance of the evening was spent in
sacks with melons. 1 hus they were social intercourse. ,
Looks like new. Cheap , . c ,: t  o  
Aoolvi Beigo,packing bouse. 5-2c cning m, the United Church will be of duck shooting.
, ‘  ^ f i,' I I 1 I II ........ i|  ̂ S h b  w i l l  b e  a s s is -1
-GODDARDS ' ‘^AUCTION MART^’ ted by Mr.' C.; W. Opeiishaw. Admis- „  , .
--^Ftlrrliturc,' Bahges; SeparatorsU sion, SGc; in ,aid' 6f the pipe organ fund. I i rovmcial 
Lady's Cycle, Harness, Rcfmblic Truck,
-etc.
r e a l  ESTATE 
ards,'Farms. See V
BARjGArNSA
Manager for Mason x.i o ...t tit
6-lc I Eisch, Ltd., visited the .local branch of steal quite a considerable j
, I that, firm this week. [quantity.
Bungalows. Of eh-1. Transfer, F. H. Lane, phone 477 or • Chief of Police Thomas is taking a .
GODDARDS for 59. . 48-tfc short holiday, and the duties of his of- . Herbert Aitken was very seriously
I ficc arc being taken care qf by Consta-1 
hie George Chaplin.
WEATHER MAN MOST
UNKIND TO FALL FAIR
,i-tfc|
r*----------. , u \ GREAT T^IUSICAL EVENT. Ma-
JR.OW 'BoAT-r-W®®? a ' ?”P***! dame JHi^ntl  ̂[Green; Canadian Plan­
ing; 'Ca'rî â 'With 2ist. 'Tickets on sale at Wil-tn ftvTt nardels to .oack on Car: nn-
Mrs. Thomas 
left last week for
on /Tuesday morning through 
his bicycle colliding with a car driven 
by Mrs. D. Curell, near the junction of j
(.'Continued from page 1)
Boyd, of Winnipeg, [ Beach Avenue and Abbott Street. His Beauty 
home after paying a thigh hone was broken and he received K ^ eleven of Yellow New-
ifolds in two j bts’ and Spurrier s. Adults, $1.00; cbil-lyjgj^ her daughter, Mrs. R. W. Ram-j injuries to one of his ankles as well as exceptionally lovely speci-
‘ ’ 4-3p P*̂ ®” ’ [ say, Okanagan Mission. severe cuti* . • A • 1 . . jjjg jjg  ŷ ,ag taken to the Kelow-
isculls included; $45. 
Forks, B, C. s oh the face and wounds on | mens.Entries in other classes were also
PEONY ROOTS—List of choice natri-( Private board houstf. No ^  Park[ Mr. ^  AsSmionH"'^ hospital, where he received bdngTpearsrBartlettV^
TnnVti'pB W  D Lamz. Langside I Avenue, phone 507-L3. Terms moder- the Lanadian f  reight -Association, jjjjjjjgjjjjte medical attention, and is „  i .eel varieties, vv. a/. , i., a/: t pf _____ ________ IT _ __ 1. ’_____ d Aniou. nine: Beurre Boussock. two:
Peony Gardens, Cawston, B. O ,3-4p [ ate. 46-tfc [ Western Lines, with headquarters, at [ p7ogfegs[ng aV” well as cairbe expected beurre Boussock, two;Winnipeg, spent yesterday here. ' ‘ | . Clairgeau, two; Flemish Beauty, five;
A. J. Cordiss, a man from across the Bose, two; Winter Nelis, three; other” JrLmnnth'I O -K . Saddlery, Ellis St. Harness and, v.uupm.m i- f • *i.- l <
wiU freshen end ^or -6-lc L ed  the first carload of hogs to leave picking fr®>t ih this[ varieties, nii7; greengages, one; GrandApply Mike Schleppe, Okanagan Cen 
ire. * b-2p
Mr. J. A. Co land on Monday ship
* • |^b ‘̂=^L/byX.NB\°rail,°wh£h^w^nt1tor-l‘j ‘strkyW^
Keep your eve on Chanin’s window ward to ,P. Burns & Co. Vancouver. ’  d^ -^^ iroS gh t b lc^S T h irch y  ml Pond's'seediing, threC; Vellow’ Egg!
BELL & CO.-—Green cut dry wood, fpr Saturday candy specials. 15 tfc Mr. F. H. H ill. Canadian Pacific Ex- Monday by City Constable Chaplin, two; Italian prunes, sixteen; Elberta
Order now and e sure o goo  ̂ u n press Agent, returned on Monday from He was charged in the City Police peaches, four; Crawfords, three; quince,
Phone 296-R4. az-uc| Miss Jolley is starting a ballroom' ’ ■ • •• ■ --------- ' ' t_. tj.-h I u.-o ....vv. ’
W ANTED—Miscellaneous
T . - , - T, Y • ICT short visit to Toronto. Mrs. Hill, Court on his return with having passed. ĵ Jiagara grapes four- Brighton^dancing class on Tuesday evenings. ĵ  ̂ jg yjsiting relatives, will return worthless cheques here, the case being nr' . ^  i
Phone 246-L3. ® remanded till the following day, when ‘wo; Moore’s Early,, one; Campbell’s
• ♦ ♦ h® was found guilty and sentenced to Early, one; Delaware, t\vo; other var-
The Kelowna jHospital Ladies’ Aid [ _ Mr. and M «. H^Brunette and Mr. J. [ 'six mcpntjisTmprisonment. JHe was ta- ieties, two. The competition for theGENERAL DRESSMAKING—Mrs. _______ _________ ___________ , . . ____ ___ ___ .......- ...............
Chisholm, Knox’s house, Glenn AveJ ^jn hold thdr business meeting in the Brunette, of San Francisco, arrived m ken to Oakalla to serve his time by Roy^i Cup for three-commercial
, , •. . \ ‘ , ' 9‘ tfp Board of Trade Room,, on Monday, town on Monday and are visiting, Mr. chief of Police Thomas yesterday. . .. y i .u u ■ i
 ̂ j, . i , . . 2|^L af ^ 0  . 6-lc and Mrs. A. O. Brunette, Lawson ■ ^  varieties lyas also keen, there being el-
"WANTED;-—Clean,” cbtton htit-| y ; . ; ; 0 p [Avenue. ' I Previous to her departure for Van- even entries. Taking it all in all, this
tons, etc,, rembvbd.: lOc.^ery potmd.  ̂ , - ' _ . tt at ht rr •  ̂ • j r couver on Monday, where she will re- display, of fruit was the great sight of
The Courier, Mechanical Dept. 2-tf| HUNTERS! Our pnees are right on | Mr. H. M. McKenzie motored from | r̂rm.-tTar gpr L a/ „
--a speciality. Apply, Alfred Gardiner, 
P.O. Box 818, or phone 457. 5-2p
H U N TE R S l— Save your trophies and] 
have them nicely mounted by G. C,
CARD OF THANKS .
_ !  ric  ^ i  ̂ . . Civ i  a i   j^is co ine winter to be near he  I fi, «/iT,-K,-t;«„
----------- ----------- — —--------------I shot Shells, Guns, Rifles and Anmum- the Coast on Sunday, making the trip „ John and Llovd who are students
LAWNS MOWED; windows cleaned; Lion. See us first. TED BUSE, Sport- from Vancouver in the record tim,e, for[ ĥe University Mrs T L  Williams Fancy Work
looked after: ireneral odd jobs ,-ncr Goods! 6-lc i.-o-ht of plTThteen lioiirs and fift-U^ŵas the guest of honour on Friday at in the ladies’ section, the exhibits of
If, gathering, of Scout ^thers, held at
Mr. C. Murphy. General Manager of the home of Mrs. J. J. Campbell, where . ^  domestic
Western Lines C P R  Winnipeg and tea and refreshments were served and *®m®ous worx, ,,iris worx, aomestic
_______ _ _________ _ - I  Mr. A. Camozzi and family wish to | Mr. C. A. Cotterell," General Superin- where she was presented with a hand- science and kindred displays, which
..Harvey & Son, Taxidermists, Furriers, express their, gratitude and thanks for tendent, C.P.R., Vancouver, visited the Lb™® .bandbag as a token of goodwill ^gj.g tp be seen in the east gallery. 
Box 461.. .. ' . / . 3-tfc[ the kindness and .assistance given them cjty on Tuesday afternoon on their way and friendship and received m^ny w-ish- not quite so numerous in some
WE BUY, TC. c, . . c h U e  househiild ’ °  „  ,as. year, exceeded .hose
- ^ /7»_ii _a.ji ’ a  man who came here as a tourist hams, will continue to reside”! here. shown at previous fairs in quality. This
some few weeks ago was fined $10 atid - was the opinion of ladies competent to
I $2.50 costs in the Provincial Police In the City Policy,. Court, on Tues- L  „ nninJon hr, the .siihJert nne
Court yesterday for operating his car day, a local resident was fined $25 and [ 1 r 1̂ 1 j 1! -i *1
commercially while stijl displaying on- L;2.S0 costs for having driven his car to Pbat could also be concurred in by-al­
ly the Manitoba car plate. the common 'danger within the city most any casual observer. One of the]
TVT -b e  u  ̂ > rt . ro+,trr.«/i ou the prcvious day. In this features of these specimens of domestic,
Mr. P. Sanberg and party returned L.^gg arrest was made by the police t;it vvas the niiilts and ruirs a verv 
Sunday from the Canhop, where Lyithout warrant and the offender had . .  ̂ ^
goods of every description. Call ana 
see us. JONES & TEMPEST. 18-tfc
HELP WANTED . ;
__________ _̂______.‘ • ‘
W ANTED—Apprentice to lea^n [shoe 
repairs. Apply J. D. Joyal, Paret Blk.
6-tf c
TAX SALE
THE CORPORATION OF THE 
DISTRICT OF GLENMORE
The following properties will be sold | on _ ...................................... ........... ......
„,-rl fr, Innk i f^r taxcs at 10 a.m. on September 30th, they had a successful hunting trip-1 7jgh7p“revi&us to his trial | b'n® showing indeed. They were more
woman or K“ 1, xo iuuk.i . Ponr/l "Rnmn TrnVati’nn RniM- Thf*v hronerht hack a fine moose* head 4.u^ tr-o*.11 n'arkinw I bt the Board Room, Irrigation Build-[They brought hack a fine rnpose head | .̂ĵ y loc'k-up. Under Section 13 j numerous than last year and varied
after smafl boy during packing sea Glenmore, unless the taxes are with a. spread of 48Ĵ  inches, which k f  Motor Vehicles Act, power to Lreatlv ” ' ” ' . - . -
sooner paid. [they are now having mounted. I ----  ----_ a - x- xa- --------- |t> y■ son; live in. Phone af^r 6 p.m. Mangin, 
•■phone 392-L4, Glenmore. 6-lp
> W ANTED—Lady help, married or sin­
gle; 3 in family. No. 645, Courier.
6-3c
W ANTED—Capable woman to do 
housework, 2 in family and one child.
Reply stating wages and references, to
jMrs. H. C. Dalziel, Okanagan Landing.
6-lp
ROOM AND BOARD
WANTED—By young lady, board 
and lodging in private family. No.
643, Courier. 5-2c
in design, colouring and work- 
Much of the needle work |
Lot Block Map Price
4&5 1173 ................ ...$60.15
“B” 1636 ................ ... 17.73
“H” 1636 ................ ... 21.63
22 15 1068 ................ ... 46.75
14 17 . 1068 ................ ... 63.40
1 20 1249 ................... 13.90
2 20 1249 ................ ... 12.95
3 20 1249 ................ ... 12.05
6 20 1249 ................ ... 14.18
7 20 1249 ....... ........ ... 13.17
10 20 T249 ................ ... 10.20
11 20 1249 ................ ... 22.18
12 20 1249 ... ............ ... 18.60
5-2c
arrest those whc) drive to the common. j^o„gi,in
Mayor Sutherland left p̂n̂  Satu^^ay I followS was also extremely beaufî ^̂  ̂ The dis-
A F '& A.M. h®'”e in future with a view to putting play of home cooking was something
Kootenay. Al- ? stop to the common practice of fur- Lyhich the exhibitors could justly be 
' lous driving. '
During the week from 13th to 18th
proud of, and was stated to be the best | 
ever seen in this part of the Okanagan.
Mr. “Nobby” Clarke is leaving next September, inclusive, the Kelow-na Gro- These exhibits were very varied, includ- ' 
Jaturday for Alberta, on his annual wers’ Exchange madi: the following - ...............
4.̂  4.û4. V*« cViinmpntc* fo R C nnintc fwn rare nf I
TO RENT
TO LET—Cottage with garage and 
hen house, for not less than six 
months, in Rutland, on Vernon Road. 
G. H. Kerr.____________  5-3c
FOR RENT OR SALE—Seven-room 
house on Bernard Ave., newly pain­
ted and rc-conditioned. Phone 436-Rl. 
P.O. Box 640. S-tfc
LOST AND FOUND
LOST—Spare tire and rim, between 
Kelowna and East Kelowna. Reward. 
Apply Box 217. 6-lp
W ANTED TO RENT
W ANTED—Small modern house to 
rent, furnished or unfurnished, for 
three months from Dec. 1st. Ai^ly,
P.O. Box 172.
ELLISON SCHOOL DISTRICT
A meeting of the taxpayers is called 
for Sept. 27th. at 8 p.m., to decide the 
matter of a change in the School Dis­
trict. ,





THE CHIMNEY SWEEP 
»Or Phone 170-L3 J L. CLARKE 
45-tfc
Honey! Honey! Honey!






Pure Extracted H O N E Y
Delicious Flavor. Direct from the 
BEE HIVES through the extrac­
tor to YOU.
Samples sent on request. 
Phone 293-L2
T H E  BENVOULIN APIARIES
Anthony Casorso, Prop.
• 51-tfc
vegetables, eight cars of onions, and ^̂ ĝ  ̂ competi-
I four mixed cars or fruit and vegetables; . t i i
Mr. Wilson L. Kew, who waŝ  a to Eastern Canadian points, seven cars ^®” - . ” sections where girls corn- 
member of the mechanical staff of The of McIntosh apples and two mixed peted there seemed to be little to pick 
Courier in 1921-22, and is now proprie- carŝ  to New Zealand, via Vancouver, between their products and those of 
tor of the “Advertiser,” at Stavely, AI- eleven cars of onions; to the United Lbp frrnwn-imQ ctinwlno- tb-it 
herta, was married on September 16th, Kingdom, via Montreal, seventeen cars f   ̂ . r
at Lethbridge, to Miss Lena Marion of McIntosh; to the United States, ten j ” ®®dl®women and cooks can be found 
Millar, of that city. [ cars of McIntosh.
The work of rebuilding the bridge on
among the younger set. A very good j 
but small display of basketry was also 
The choirboys of St. Mid̂^̂ ^̂ ^̂  be seen,, but the photographic ex-I
I  F. ROBERTS




McK e n z ie
HONEY 
COMPANY. LTD.
the Kettle Valley line which was burnt Angels, to the number of some eigh- , . . . . . .
at the time of the recent railway dis- teen or twenty, are enjoying their an-[hihits were disappointing, a.s were the
aster was commenced on Mianday, and nual outing this week-end at Joe Rich school exhibits, there being little com-
it is expected that trains will be able Valley. They left by,truck this ijiorn- petition in the latter-class, 
to take the Coquihalla route again in ing and will return after the service p u
about ten days time. at Joe Rich on Sunday afternoon. Jrouitry
Transport has bcch generously provid- The poultry exhibits were housed as 
The Kettle Valley train was severaU by Capt. Maiidc-Roxhv and Mr. D. ĵ ĵg b̂ en customary in recent years, in 
hours late in reaching Summcrland on Chapman, and Mr. W, Black has kind- , ,, .. , ,
Monday, the fire box of the" locomotive My given the use of his house. The boys I ̂ ®̂ exhibition building, and as has 
having fallen out when the train was -̂ vill spend their holiday in fishing, ram- 
a few miles west of Merritt, and a long bling over the hills ,and playing foot-
wait being occasioned there till an- ball, their commissariat needs being
other engine was secured.** looked after through the kindness of
many parishioners. Uftfortunatcly.
The two gold and two silver medals Herbert Aitken is unable to he with his 
awarded this year for first aiul second fellows, owing to the serious accident 
prizes at the horseshoe throwing con- Lyhich befell him last Tuesday, 
tests at the Fall Fair arc of local work­
manship, “having been made at Petti- Last Friday a number of important 
grew’s. They arc of very neat design | C.N.R. .officials paid a visit to this city
in the persons of Mr. J. E. Dalrymplc,
Vice-President in charge of Traffic,
Smart Fall Models 
In MiUinery
W e arc now {li.s[)layinga womlerful .selection 
of new Fall Millinery., Felts, o f course, pre- 
doruinate for all round wear, but wc'also have 
velvets and combination materials that are the 
newest styles in head coverings, 'riicro arc 
small and large shapes, iu fact you are sure of 
being suited here.
Prices arc from
$ 3 . 9 5 ’ ’ $ 1 1 . 7 5
w
Sleeping Garments
There’ll be cold nights by-and-by and you’ll 
be mighty fortunate if you’re well supplied 
with plenty of warm sleeping garments. Now  
is the time tQ purcha.se._ Tlere are ĵlain colours 
and pretty stripes; qualities that will give satis­
faction in every respect.
White Flannelette from 20c to 60c per yard.'
Special values in Striped Flannelettes, 25c 




F O R  C H R IS T M I S  G H E E R
Your friends in the Old Country will appreciate a box of apples direct 
from British Columbia. On receipt of price we will deliver, all 
charges paid, to your friends in England, Scotland and Wales:—
Jonathan per box $4.25
McIntosh        per box' $4.25
(Grimes Golden ..........    per box ..$4.00
Newtown .7..........      per box $4.50
Spitzenberg ....... ......... . ... per box $4.50
Winesap .........      per box *$4.50
Delicious   per box '$4.50
Apples can be delivefred in Ireland, Belgium and France at additional
cost.
We wiU deliver your own apples packed by yourselyes for $2.50 per
box from assembly point.
All orders should be delivered at our office in Vernon, not later than 
November 15th, accompanied by cash, money order, or cheque, pay­
able at par, ■







1 r  -d
Some day the Chicago gangsters will get rough.—-From Detroit News.
and can be worn on a watch <:hain.
On Tuesday evening, the siren soun­
ded at 8.10 p.m., firc'^having broken out 
at the new residence of Mr. A. Cam­
ozzi. on the Bcnvoiilin road. Members 
of the Fire Brigade responding to the 
alarm iiy going out to the scene of the 
conflagration in their o\yn cars and 
bringing with them chemicals, and on 
arriving there formed a-bucket hrigiide 
and extinguished the flames. The fire, 
which was of unknown origin, destroy­
ed a large portion of the roof of the 
building. No damage was done to ihc 
furniture and other contents, ' which 
liad been removed by neighbours soon 
after the building was seen to be on 
fire.
_ _________  
Montreal; Mr. W. C. Muir, Vice-Presi­
dent in charge of Express, Montreal; 
Mr. F. J. Watson, General Freight A- 
gent, Montreal; Mr. B. A. Latta, Su­
perintendent of Express, Edmonton;; 
Mr. G. A. McNicholl, General Passen­
ger Agent, Vancouver. They proceed­
ed the same day to Penticton on the 
m.s. “ Pentowna,” returning here on 
Saturday, when they inspected the lo­
cal terminal facilities and the p.acking 
houses and canneries, leaving in the af­
ternoon for their respective hcadquar- 
tcr.s. Those who had not visited the 
city and district before were much iin- 
pressed with the .activity apparent in 
the industrial district.
also been usual, they did not attract in vvhich they arranged for all possible 
the attention from the visiting public comfort for their charges. In this por- 
wliich such a large display of fine Lion of the exhibition also everything 
birds deserved. Some two Jiundred \vas in order early on the Wednesday 
separate exhibits were displayed, a lit- morning, which made the task of the 
tie smaller entry than last year, and the judges lighter, 
outstanding features were the same as Live Stock
1925. There were some very fine | exhibits, though fully
as numerous as most years, had few 
outstanding features. They were most-
B.arrcd I judged by Wednesday evening
and were taken home then, owing to 
the s6vcrity of the weather. In the sub­
division for heavy horses a very fine
in
Jersey Black Giants, White Wyandot- 
tes, White Rocks, Silver Pencilled 
Rocks. -Partridge Wyandottes, Brown 
Leghorns, White Leghorns 
Rocks, Plymouth Rocks and Rhode 
Island Red.s, almost all classes heng
well represented. There were also cx-, . . , t .
1.-1 f 1 1 1  f .̂..i team of Pcrchcrons was shown by thehibits of geese, ducks and guinea fowl i i r> u i i r iand tvvo fine displays of Chinchilla, rah- Eldorado Ranch, ahso some splendid
hits, one by Mrs. Eutin, of Rutland, and Ŝ -r® ®oUs. 3 here was good competi- 
the other by the Sunnisidc Rabhitry, L'on in the three classes for light hors- 
thc latter of which included a beautiful «-/h® saddle horses being numerous 
specimen of the Albino breed. The there being five cntnc.s for the
birds were well t.ikcn care of by Mr. 8>vcn for Shetland pomes.
A, Notlcy and his assistants, who de- Some very fine dairy cattle were 
serve pjrcat praise for the careful way j shown. The Holstcins were a fine
class and included a splendid cow, ex­
hibited by Mr, Alan Crichton which 
was awarded the prize for the best cow 
at the Fair. The x ĵjrshires were good, 
typical cows, the Springdale Farm l i v ­
ing shown a herd which included uni­
formity among its best feature.̂ ;. There 
was also an excellent class of Red Poll 
cattle, including the herd of Mr. C. E. 
Lewis, which were greatly admired. 
On the other hand, the Guernseys and 
Jerseys were not a strong class, though 
a very fine Jersey heifer was shown by 
the Eldorado Ranch. Pigs \ycrc a dis­
tinctly weak class, the competition be­
ing poor. However, an ininicn.se Berk­
shire hoar, not placed in competition, 
was much admired by visitors. In 
sheep tlic exhibits of Oxfords and 
Shropsliircs by Cameron Bros, met with 
little competition, and an onisfanding 
exhibit by them was a fine Oxford ram. 
There were no goats.
p a g e  six
t h e  KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDIST
THURSDAY, ©BrTEMBER tS, 1939
S t e r l i n g  V a l u e
m m
T C T E d f l h h  T50
W ©  t H o  c | «m l i t 9 ^ o f  © v e r y  p o
'Sf,
NOW ON SALE
I C E  C R E A M  B R I C K S
a s k  f o r  t h e m
U N S A L T E D  B U T T E R  M A Y  B E  PU R C H A SE D  A T  
TH E CREAM ER Y B Y  O R D E R IN G  IN  A D V A N C E .
Kelowna Creamery^ Ltd.
39-tfc
J o rfh e
WHBNBBTIBR AUTOMOBILES ABB BUILT 
McLAUGHUN'DinCK WHL BUILD THBM
oomplet̂  cushi(Hied
The McLaughlin-Buick Valve-in* 
Head engine now has “rubber heels.**
Here is an engine completely insu­
lated and isolated from all metallic 
contact with its chassis. Thick rub­
ber cushions, fore and aft, absorb 
noise, and save the engix̂ e from road 
shocks ahd strains.
Never, in all its successful years of 
motor car manufacture, has McLaugh- 
lin-Buick ever produced a car so far 
ahead of its field in performance and 
value as the 1927 McLaughlin-Buick.
Money can buy no finer performance, 
no matter how much you are prepared 
to spend. * mf-716
B. McDonald garage








In tlie summer of 1024 345 far­
mers were asked their opinion of 
co-operative marketing. The maj­
ority favored co-operation and the 
more experience they had with it 
the more they favored it. Pacific 
Milk is interested in this because 
of the 2,500 farmers hack of this 
milk.
Fraser Valley Milk Producers 
Association
p a c k e r s  o f  p a c if ic  m i l k
Head Office: Vancouver* B .C .
F L I T
DESTROYS
Flies, Alosquitioes 
R o a d ^
B e d b u g
^  4m»  ♦  «  ♦  4* ©
' ▼
♦  t w e n t y  y e a r s  AGO ♦
—  5
♦  (From the files of “The Kelowna w
♦  , Courier” ) J
Thursday, September 20, 1906 
“ During the month of August the 
Farmcra' Exchange made shipments of 
fruit amounting in value to $4,504.45,
hcaidcs large shipments of vegetables,” • ♦ •
“ Wc understand City Constable Urent 
has tendered his resignation to the 
Board of Police Comini.s.sioucrs, to take 
effect on Oct. 2nd, There has been 
friction between Mr. Brent and the 
City Council for some time ijast as to 
the nature of his duties, culminating in 
his resignation.”ifi * * '
•The Hospital Ball on the 12th, was 
a great success, the attendance number­
ing about 170, and the net receipts a- 
moimting to $74.50. Dancing was kept 
up until 3.30 a.m., and substantial re­
freshments were served by the ladies 
committee. Music was provided in 
their usual good time by the Kelowna 
Quadrille Baud.” ■ ^ ^ '
“The City Council met on Tuesday 
night. The principal business transact­
ed was the acceptance of tenders for 
gravelling: Collett Bros., for Pendozi
Street, at 85c per yard, the gravel to 
be hauled from Roweliffe’s; and Gca 
Dillon, for Bernard Avenue, at $1.00 
per yard, the gravel to be hauled from
Knox Mountain.”
' • * • ,
“The Sports Committee of the A, 
and T. Association having offered a 
first prize of a,gold medal and a second 
prize of a cut-glass decanter for a clay 
pigeon: competition, the event came off 
on Thursday morning. Mr. J, Bowes 
took first place with 21 out of a pos­
sible 25; Mr. C. Harvey, second, with 
16, and Messrs. H. S. Rose and H, C. 
Stillingflect tied for third place with 
15 each,”
The bulk of this issue is devoted to 
the list of awards at the Fall Fair. 
Some of the notes on the Fair are of 
interest as a means of ..comparing the 
show of twenty years ago with that 
which has been held this week. ^
“While the quantity qf the fruit ex­
hibits this year was small, the quality 
was extremely good. In the- vegetable 
department, the onions and potatoes 
were much admired; and in the divis­
ion of fancy work the display was 
good and possibly up to the standard of 
former years. The cut flowers and 
house plants were extremely pretty 
and atoned in a small measure for the 
appalling bareness of decoration evid 
ent in the hall.
“Amongst prize-winners of sub­
stantial amounts were Messrs. A. Mc­
Lennan, $33.(W; J. L. Pridham, $28.00; 
J, Casorso, $21.00; G. Boyer, $10.25; J. 
Conlin, $9.50; A. Casorso, $10.00, and 
Mrs, C. H. Lang, Peachland, $14.50. 
In addition, several of these exhibitors 
won prizes in kind. »
“The aggregate attendance at the 
race-track and hall was about 800. As 
members obtained free admission to the 
hall for themselves and families, but not 
to the. race-course, the receipts from 
the latter, $300.45, of course very much 
exceeded those from the former, $48.00. 
It is too early yet to state financial re­
sults exactly, but apparently the ex­
penditures of the Association exbeed 
the receipts, including amounts pro-m- 
ised but not yet paid, by $45,00. This 
is for the Fair alone, which has been 
kept entirely apart from the racing this 
3'ear, and the loss will be more than 
offset by the government grant of 
$300.00. ■
■ “Failure of the Association in former 
years to pay prizes in full possibly had 
something to do with the scanty num­
ber of exhibits in most departments 
this year; and the decision of the dir­
ectors to pay all prizes promptly by 
cheque mailed to the winner should 
restore confidence and produce an un­
excelled show next year. We do not 
believe it is mere sordidness on the 
part of most exhibitors that this feel­
ing has, prevailed, but a feeling that 
faith has been broken with them. If 
only diplomas had been promised, yet 
not awarded, probably as inuch resent­
ment would have been evident.
“The races on Thursday proved a 
great success, the contests being close, 
the day ideal and the track in splendid 
condition from the rain of the few pre­
ceding days. In fact, the weather, 
which the day before had threatened to 
spoil fhe Fair, proved a great hjslp to its 
success by the consequent absence of 
dust and cool and pleasant temperature, 
while not a shower fell to spoil the
pleasure of the large crowd of onlook-  ̂— ̂ >> ers.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
HOSWTAI.




As the* Kelowna Hospital is a com- 
niiinity affair and every citizen of the 
city and district is directly affected by 
it the present improvements being 
inadc will be of interest, especially 
when it is realized that they will, add 
very much to the comfort of patients 
and to the quality of the service rcud-
*̂ *̂ l̂ do not think the importance of the 
bacteriological laboratory and the work 
being done by Dr..Ootmar who is m 
charge of it, is fully appreciated by the 
people at latgc. As an instance of
1 Dciieve, arc »u«h:iiuk ..w... - —-
case, Qr, Ootrnar, has been able to 
trace the source in every case. Unc 
was found to bo in a sprin̂ r which 
people felt sure was ppre; m other 
cases the milk supply was discovered 
to be the cause* and steps were taken 
at once to advise pasteurization.
At the present time rapid progress is 
being made with the installation of an 
elevator. The new X-ray equipment is 
here and it is being set up with all pos­
sible speed, ^̂ fhen this is complete, it 
will be second to none in the Interior 
and capable of doing all kinds of work 
except treatments.
It is the hope of the Directors that 
in the very near future a nc\y maternity 
case room will be built near the. eleva­
tor,on the ground floor, and that the 
present waste space in the basement 
will be utilized as another general 
ward. Work is also necessary upon the 
laundry, all these objects involving the 
expenditure of more money.
Might I take this opportunity of ask 
ipg the people who owe the Hospital 
money whether they will be good en­
ough to make a special effort this fall 
to let the Hospital, have as large pay 
ments as possible, and where they can 
not do this, to arrange with the Secret­
ary to supply vegetables or,wood?
Thanking you for the space, and as 
suring you that the Hospital Cooiinit- 
tee will appreciate at any time any sug- 
gestion which will tend for the better 
ment of the Hospital, as well as any 
kind words for services which the Hos­




President, Kelowna Hospital Society
HOLLYW OOD STARS IN
HAIR-PULLING MATCH
Norma Talmadge And Gertrude Astor 
Muss Eachother Up In “Kiki”
KELOWNA FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SHIPMENTS
(By C.P.R. and C.N.R. routes) 
For The Week Ending Sept 18th, 1926
Carloads 
1926 1925
Fruit ..........................  40
Mixed l-niit & Vcgetablc.s.. 20 110
Vcgetal)lc.>̂  ......... ...........  40




STANDARD OIL CD <NEW JERSEY)
OKANAM ITEMS
Tlie ratepayers of Penticton will 
shortU- be askijd to authorize the rais- 
in,c: of $12,500 for c-xtension and re­
pair of the miinicii>al waterworks sys­
tem.
The project of holding a carnival at 
V'ernon on October 7th has been aban­
doned, it having been decided that 
funds for building a Scout Hall in that 
city could he more easily raised some 
other wav.
Norma Talmadge and Gertrude Astor 
recently engaged in a hair-pulling 
match in Hollywood. They fought like 
a pair of wildcats, scratching and kick­
ing, until the stage hands separated 
them. When the battle ended, the hon­
ours were about even. Miss Astor had 
lost part of her hair, while Miss Tal­
madge was minus her skirt, which was 
torn off during the mclcc. Then they 
shook hands amidst the applause of 
many interested spectators.
The combatants were not really 
angry, however; the fight was part of 
the filming of “ Kiki,” Norma Tal- 
madge’s latest First National starring 
vehicle, which comes to the Empress 
Theatre on Friday and Saturday, Sept­
ember 24th and 2Sth.
The story of “ Kiki” calls for a knock­
down, drag-out battle between Miss 
Talmadge, phaying the part of a Paris 
waif, and iNIiss Astor, as a French the­
atrical star. Thc>' arc rivals, in the 
picture, for the heart of a theatre man­
ager, played by Ronald Colman.
Director Claracnce Brown declared 
that it should be a real fight, with no 
doubles or love pats.
"Fight!" urged Brown. “You’re bit­
ter enemies, hrench women — when 
tlu'v get mad enough—make Carmen 
and other , wild onc.s look like kinder­
garten girls. Now, get in front of the 
camera and fight—and keep on fight­
ing until I clai) my hands.”
And they fought. Norma’s admirers, 
who associate her witli dignified, cul­
tured roles similar to Princess Yctiyc 
in “Graustark,” would have had a dif­
ficult time recognizing the star if they 
had seen her battling with Miss Astor. 
Eyes ablaze and hair dishevelled, they 
were what the spectators termed a 
“sight” as Brown gave the signal and 
hostilities ceased.
Synopsis
Kiki (Norma Talmadge) was a Paris 
street gamin who lived by her wits, of 
which she had a-plenty. The waif 
graduated from newspaper seller 4o 
chorus girl, then lost her job on the 
first night when she engaged in a bat­
tle with Paulette (Gertrude Astor), star 
and sweetheart  ̂ of Monsieur Renal 
(Ronald Colman), manager of a the­
atre. , '
Bravado and tears came natural to 
Kiki; Renal relented and took Kiki to 
dinner, much to, the discomfiture of 
Paulette, who intruded on the party 
with Baron Rapp (Marc MacDermott), 
a “friend” of the theatre manager. 
Rapp, in fact, was wooing Paulette, 
while professing friendship for Renal.
Paulette, conspiring to humiliate 
Kiki, persuaded the little spitfire tp 
drink more champagne than was good 
for her. But instead of being provoked 
with Kiki, the theatre manager felt 
sorry for Paulette’s intended victim and 
took her to His home. There Kiki found 
luxury and happiness, while Renal dis­
covered that the girl’s naive personal­
ity and wild beaujty intrigued him ex­
ceedingly. Kiki, in her feud with 
Paulette, went so far as to tear up the 
star’s letters to Renal. The star fin­
ally visited Renal’s apartment with 
Rapp and conspired to get Kiki out of
the way. _ _ t-, .
The Baron convinced Kiki that Renal 
loved only Paulette. He persuaded the 
girl to agree to elope with him, but, 
scenting a plot, she spoiled the plan. 
After another hair-pulling match with 
Paulette, Kiki feigned catalepsy. R^PP 
lost interest in her when a physician 
said she might be in that conditiqn for 
two years, but the strange situation 
only added new fuel to Renal’s love for 
the street gamin.
Realizing at last that she .had won 
the theatre manager, Kiki came to life. 
Then she gave a final thrust at her 
rival by letting the star hear the ex­
change of vows over the telephone.
NEWSPAPER CARTOON
BECOMES MOVIE FILM
“Ella Cinders” Is Transferred Success­
fully To Silver Sheet
“ Ella Cinders.” popular newspaper 
comedy strip, has been turned into an 
attractive film play, with Colleen 
Moore as the star, and it will be seen 
at the Empress on Wednesday and 
Thursday, September 29th and 30th. 
The cartoon characters created by Wil­
liam Consclman and Charles Plumb, 
vvcll known to many thousands of news­
paper' readers, when transpl.antcd to 
the screen are given a dramatic motiv­
ation which results in a tensely human 
talc of struggle and aspiration, with 
much humour to IcaVcn the tragedies 
of the youthful heart.
Advance reports credit Colleen 
Moore witli giving the best performan­
ce of her career in the title role, while 
Lloyd Hughes makes a modern Prince 
Charming, who toughens himself be­
tween seasons as the village iceman for 
a strenuous football schedule in the 
earlier sequences, and later turns out 
to he a scion of wealth and breeding.
Behind the scenes lies a mysterious 
land of which the layninn knows little, 
and the plaj* gives fascinating glimpses 
of this Terra Incognita. In following 
the heroine's almost hopeless endeav­
ours to break into the movies, tlicatrc 
patrons are promised a revelation of 
true conditions at the sthdios as re­
gards the problem of the aspirant for 
cinematographic success.
9 • Y
9 FOR RADIO AMATEURS 4
4
KOO Programme For The Week Of 
September 26 to October 2
(Frequency; 830 kilocycles; 361 metres)
Sundhy,' September 26  ̂ ,
11.00 a.in.—Service of Trinity Epis­
copal Church, San Francisco; Rev. 
Chas. P. Deems, rector. .
6.30 to 7.30 p.in.—Concert by Stanis­
las Beni's Little Symphony Orchestra, 
Hotel Whitcomb, San Francisco. .
. 7.35 p.m.—Service of Trinity Epis­
copal Church, San Francisco. ,
9.00 to 10.00 p.m.—Concert by Little 
Symphony Orchestra.
Monday, September 27
8.00 to 9.00 p.ni—San Francisco
Studio. . ^
The Royal Hour, fcaturmg The Gon­
doliers, the Arion Trio and John Upp- 
nian, baritone. , ,
9.00 p.m.—Joseph Henry Jackson; 
“Chats About New Books.”
Tuesday, Septembef 28
8.00 to 9.00 p.m.—Oakland Studio. 
•Evcrcady programme. “The Til-
grimSj” presented by the National Car­
bon Company.
, Wednesday, Setperaber 29 
8.Q0 p.m.—Hotel Whitcomb Studio. 
Farm progranyiic, co-operating with 
United States Department of Agricul­
ture, California State ' Department of 
Agriculture, California Farm Radio 
Council and the California Dairy Coun-
Cil. ,
8.30 p.m.—Concert by Stanislas Bern i 
Little Symphony Orchestra. ^
9.00 p.m.—Address: “Radio Inter 
ferenec.’ r~William P. Bear, California 
F̂ arm Radio Council.
Thursday, September 29
8.00 p.m.—Oakland Studio program-
me. „  , , •International Four; Rembrandt Tno 
consisting of Modesta Mortensen, vio­
lin; Dorothy Dukes Dimm, 'cello; Eva 
Garcia, piano. . . . .
9.00 p.m. to 12.00 midnight.—Phil 





Christian Science lecture, under the 
auspices of Sixth Church • of Christ 
Scientist, Oakland. Speaker, Hon. _Wil­
liam E-. Brown; subject, “ Christian 
Science; the Truth About God, Man 
and the Universe.”
Saturday, October 2 
• 9.00 p.m. to 1.00 a.m.—Dance music, 
Wilt Gunzendorfer’s Hotel, Whitcomb 
Band, San Francisco. Intermjssion sol­
os by Frank Gibney, tenor.
CHATS WITH YOUNG MEN
(By Samuel M. De Lescourenat)
The Sin Of Wasting Time
Dear Scouts and Cubs, Greetings:
The wisdom of economizing time and 
the folly of wasting it have ever been 
favourite themes of preachers, tnoral 
philosophers, essayists and: poets. It 
would be easy to fill columns with pass­
ages eloquently enforcing the truth of 
Father Mathieux, 'of Regiina, saying: 
“Economy of time is more indispens­
able than economy of money, for it is 
a means of getting not only money but 
what is vastly higher and more prec­
ious-wisdom and virtue.” Or Glad­
stone’s: “Thrift of time will repay you 
in after-life with a usury of profit be­
yond your most sanguine dreams, and 
the waste of it will make you dwindle 
alike in intellectual and moral stature 
beyond yoqr darkest reckonings.” Sen­
eca, Bacon, Quarles, Smiles, Mathews 
and a thousand others have emphasized 
the« truism that lost wealth may be 
replaced by industry, lost knowldege by. 
study, lost hesilth by temperance, but 
lost time is gone for ever.
That time wasted is a folly, then, will 
be admitted by most persons who re­
flect upon the subject at all; that it is 
most commonly a sin, as well' as a flag­
rant injustice, is a contention not es­
pecially difficult to make good, al­
though infrequently, perhaps, brought 
to our minds, or dwelt upon in our ex­
amination bf conscience. I’n the case of 
th-ose whose tim,e, in the ordinary ac­
ceptance of the phrase, is not their
owm, who'have hired it but to an'lhn- 
ipjoyer, the injustice of their wasting 
it is, of course, obvious. The plumb'fer 
or carpenter who dawdles for half a 
day at a joB which he could readily fin­
ish in an hour or two, is clearly guilty 
of dishonesty. The clerk who, in the 
employ of a private firm or of the gov­
ernment, neglects the work for which 
he receives a salary to devote his time, 
or any considerable portion of it, to 
other matters, or to idling, is unques­
tionably defrauding his employers, is 
unjustly disposing of what is not his
own.
In such cases as the foregoing and in 
numerous similar ones, the positive sin­
fulness of wasting time caq scarcejy be 
ignored by any save tlie most callous 
conscience, but what of those whose 
time is their own, at least in the sense 
that they are subjects to no specific 
taskmaster? What of merchants and 
journalists, lawj'crs and judges, physic­
ians and clergymen, who habitually 
squander some portion of what Frank­
lin calls "the stuff that life is made 
of” ? Does their waste of time injure 
no one but themselves? Is tlic self- 
culture, the increase of wisdom and 
virtue, the expansion of powers for 
good, the additional skill and efficiency 
in their respective callings, their pro­
gressive dcvclopmcnf into citizens of 
notable worth and eminence—is all this, 
so clearly dependent on the gcnuin6 im­
provement of the time which . they 
waste, merely a personal affair? As- 
surcdl.v not. They all owe duties to 
tlieir families, to their clients, to the 
community of which they form a part, 
to their countr}' as a wliole, and to the 
church; and in just that measure in 
which their waste of time prevents 
their giving to these various creditors 
the best of which tiicy arc, or sliould 
be capaiilc. tlicy cannot lint be consid­
ered as dcliiKincnt dclitors.
TIic pliysician who fails to utilize tlie 
odd half-hours of his leisure in keeping 
up with tile Intest advances in niedic.'iil 
science is guilty of injustice toward his 
actual ami prospective patients; the 
lawyer who gives up serious study 
when once he has passed the provincial 
board of examiners, and wlio fritter.s a- 
way the hours that should and easily 
could he devoted to the .aerquisition of 
further legal lore, is unjust to his
WHEN MAKING 
YOUR WILL —
mmoiiit the OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TRUST 
COMPANY your Executor or co-cxccutor. If you could sec your 
Will in operation, you would take the greatest care in the selection 
of your Executor. As an example of waste through inexperience, 
it is a well known fact that after self denial in payment of premiums 
on Iifc,iiiHurance for the belief^ of Estates most life insurance bene­
ficiaries di.ssipatc their money m a few years. The individual Exe­
cutor perhaps retires from business, dies, or leaves for extended 
business trips. You transfer your judgment to him. Analyze your 
thoughts. Arc you prepared without any say to have him manage 
your business? No matter what he docs, you have no complaint. 
Vou arc relying on his judgment as your Executor. Is this satis­
factory to you? ,
If you appoint this Company, you know that your Estate is 
under the supervision of five local business men with probably  ̂many 
years of' experience in the District; also it is subject to an audit, and 
the Company cannot die or leave on extended business trips.
m Q A F IJL—Furnished house, 7 rooms and cement cellar;
dxmliJLI lot So X 120, stable and woodshed. Price, 
$2,000.00, including furniture. Cash, $1,(KH>.00; balance can be ar­
ranged on easy terms.
OKANAGAN LOAN & INVESTMENT TRUST CO.
TRUSTEES, EXECUTORS. ETC.
ESTATES MANAGED FOR ABSENTEE OWNERS
nwwiiwMWMtmNtWMHMtMHnwMHMwtmnMWMiitMmiiimiiiiiniiiMiiiiiimiiiiiMi
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Also Comedy and Hodge Podge
Matinees, 3.30, 20c and 3Sc '
One Show Friday Evening, 8.1S, 25c and 55c .
Two Shows Saturday Evening, 7.15 and 9.00, 2Sc and 55c
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27th and 28th 
R A M O N  N O V A R R O
i.",' — in — ■ ■ ■ ■
“ T H E  M I D S H I P M A N ”
It is different.
Also Fables, Topics and Comedy, “TIME FLIES.”
Matinees, 3.30, 10c and 2Sc Evenings, 7.15 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
* ' ' . . ' '. ~  ̂' ' y'“'7
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th and 30th




“ E L L A  C I N D E R S ”
The story of Cinderella in the movies.
Also News and Comedy
Matinees, 3.30, 10c and 25c ...... Evening, 7.15 and 9, 20c and 35c
W E D N E S D A Y  IS P A Y  N IT E  !
EM PRESS O R CH ESTRA— H. E. K IRK, Director
■  B H B I B B B H D B B B i B B B B H B B B M B B D
T H E  N E W
Orthophonic Victrola
W HAT IT  IS.—The greatest contribution to music since the devel­
opment of the first Victor talking machine. It is a new instrument, 
new in principle, in construction, in design and new in musical results. 
W HAT IT  DOES.—It establishes new standards in the reproduction 
of music in these respects:—
The bass is in true relation to all the higher tones.
Volume is greatly increased without shrillness.
Piano notes arc maintained for their true duration.
Organ music has organ resonance.
The rhythm of dance music is accented properly.
There is clarity and definition in the harmony parts.
Diction is clear and normal.
Most important of all—through a greatly increased range— 
all tones have their proportionate value.
h e a r  t h e  LATEST HIS MASTER’S VOICE RECORDS
HERE. ^
Wc invite you to come in and hear the instruments’ performance. 
Three styles :'Credeni:a, $385.00; Granada, $200.00; Consolette, $115.00
Y O U  W IL L  GET T H E M  A T
P. B. WILLITS &  CO.
PHARMACISTS and STATIONERS
lients, even though he crams hcroical- 
y for each special case. And so in all 
thcr professions-—in none of them docs 
vastc of time injure the waster only; 
in all of flicm such waste is an injust­
ice to others, few or many.
It need, my young friends, scarcely 
added that, from the Christian view-l)C ....... —- — _ ^
point, all our time liclongc primarily
to God, and that every hour lived in 
sc'iiaration from him is, in the fullest 
ndi most comprehensive sense of the 
ord, utterly and irretrievably wasted. 
The most excellent possible way to do 
Ciod’s will is identical with the perfect 
performance of the commonplace every­
day duties' of our st.atc in life.
Friends, self-examination will prob­
ably enable most of us to see that many 
of tlie duties wc have hitherto neglect­
ed, and many others wc have perform­
ed imperfectly, might hâ 'c* l)ccn ful­
filled both easily and worthily, had wc 
only improved instead of wasting our 
leisure.
So far this year, B.C. has experienced 
2,050 forest fires, as against 2,323 in. 
1925 and 2,025 in 1924. Some fifty- 
seven recent fires this year arc stated’ 
to have been due to the carclcssncss- 
of hunters.
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OUTDOOR WINTERING GLENIHOREThough outdoor wintering of been
<oinc in reports of Iosbcs which, j . vvill l«e o-I irl'Pnnvu*^fh>if
cvfcir, tire usually the result of »«ad«* I'acsit news rcccfy^l rn-,'»
<iuatc prepurations bejne made for the Monday is very cheering. Thc^huld
'^Wintering outdoors means more thaiJ^"«'^ is gaining  ̂steadily every day. 
merely placing one's colonics, in their 
winter eases and leaving them there to Ryall spent the week-end
pass the winter. It means preparing friends in the valley,
the bees in the best way possible that * . •
they may come out strong ih the spring, a  delightful home dOnce was held on I 
for the strong colonics arc the profit- Saturday evening last at the home of I 
. jablc Ones. , , . , • l^*'’ Mrs, E. W. Ferguson, About I
With this m view, preparations twenty young people gatlicrcd to have 
should be started about the end of July a little celebration with Miss Christine i 
by seeing that the colonics arc headed Ferguson before she left to continue 
: ;by young queens, or at‘ least vigorous her studies at the University of Alber- 
oncs, in order that a, large force of ta. ‘ Miss Fergusop resigned her posi- 
young bees may be produced, Slfoul'd tioU af Joe Î ich at the close of the 
there be no fall flow to stipiulatc brood { school year in order to enter the Uni-| 
.rearing, it may be necessary to feed.' versity. She ê epects to leave,on Thtirs- 
Wintcr eases having been made ac- day for Edinontbh, and We all wish her 
cording to one's own design or to draw- much success. We follow with interest I 
; ings which, may, be had by writing to the careers of all our Glcnmorc young 
the lice Division, Central Experiment- people and it is interesting to note how | 
:;il Farm, Ottawa, about the end of well they,arc all turning out.
Scptcipber the colonics, after being ■ , *
wojgbed, arc placed in the cases and Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ritchie and 
• four inches of packing IS placed under- baby have moved on to the ranch in 
: ncath and about the sides of the mves. North Glcnmorc. t i
Thq colonies arc then fed, if necessary, ' . ♦ ♦ ♦
Any ten-frame Langstrqth hive'without Trvj,ir.niKr
ranchcr whose, grad-1
■ o f  su g a r  fo r  e v e ry  p o u n d  la ck in g  in  a  I jj^g 535 jjoxcs o f ' M a c s  o n ly  g ave
■ laVT *1 Fn; r^ Although reportŝ  ondated-^sugar to 1 part water. For Lj,g apple situation arc rather pcssiniis-
straight wintering, sugar which con- Lje, we do not need to give way to pes- 
tains no rc(?iduc to clog the bees in- Even though the outlook may
tcstincs IS superior, to honey, in that L,ot be very bright, when we look
sugar breaks down into gas and water, rou„j gee the tragedies in other 
whereas honcŷ  leaves a rcsiduc--hon- places from storm, flood and other scr- 
cy, ^however, is necessary for brood fouS situations, we certainly should
' • j  "count our blessings" and not grouseThe. bees being fed the required a-1 . v . .♦ . * ♦
,,k, down; ,Kc .op.packioK i, m | ,h^
mount of syrup or as much as they will
i t
T H E  W O R L D ’S
.— Natural windbreaks should be used, I
•if available; otherwise wooden fences was
similar to the snqw fences of the rail- ------------------------- :--------
S?rdng° wfndŝ  thT'wSliW stdke  ̂aSd ^ p fisa n f so?- NEW FRUIT PACKAGES
S   ̂ ^  ial hout̂  was enjoyed. Miss Stuart was |
• 'TUn I*® prcsciit aiid the members
■win,crinf being 8?t”sficd, no tathef a,. haymg kcr with them
tention will be required until spring.
A, H. W, BIRCH, Apiarist, Mr. J. O. Noyes came up from Nara-
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, mata on Wednesday, to visit his daugh-
1 ter, Mrs. G. C. Hume
MADAME GERTRUDE HUNTLEY GREEN 
Canadian Pianiste
In Recital at Kelowna, Thursday, October 21st
IN  THE SUPREME COURT OF I 
BRITISH COLUMBIA
In the Matter'.of the COMPANIES
a c t
And in the Matter of




Half-Boxes And Lugs Are Given Goy- 
emrnent Validation
A circular issued by the Fruit 
Branch, Dominion Department of A- 
griculture, announces that, on the re­
quest of fruit growers and dealers, the 
IMPORTATION OF [following fruit packages, in addition to
r » A  V  r » T  rk n u T n t r o  those already provided by the Fruit 
XJAx-tJijII CHICKS ^c t, have been standardized by Order-
in-Council P.C. 1250, of August 26th, 
Stringent Regulations Necessary To l926:—
Prevent.Entry Of Diseased Birds- ' ments: length, 18 ins.; width, 1 1 ms.;
depth, 4}<̂  ins
For a great many years Canadian | Pear Half-Box.—Inside measure
name arid address Of the claimant _and 
-the amount claimed and duly verified 
within the said period.
Dated at Kelowna, B. C., this 15th 
-day of September, 1926. ,
O. ST. P. AITKENS,
Liquidator.
First publication, 16th September, 1926.
5-2c
AUCTION SALE
______ poultrymeii have imported day-old ments: length, 18 ins.; width, I I ins.;
To all creditors dr persons having chicks from the United States, and I”®;  ̂  ̂ t..
claims against The Hawksdale Ranch when secured from reliable breedersT imitPfl in Voluntary T imiiflation. &ecureû  irom reiiaoie oreeaers gurements: length, 16J4 ms.; width,
these chicks have materially assisted 13?4 ins; depthrSj^ ins. 
h " the development of the poultry in- Hothouse Tomato Lug.—Inside mea
. i l f s % S W ® S T b V  .his cown,Vy. With ,be .d- ins., width,
•dated the iSth day of September, 1926, vent of the mammoth incubator and ^ntainiinp CratM—Inside measure- 
lias fixed the time within which credi- hatcheries another condition arose, and mAit? s3 be o?l or Aher of the fob
exporting to Canada of lowirig dimensions: length, 225̂  ins.; 
chicks in ,„nn.i,ies by .he width .2  in.; d^,,*.
that those failing to do so within the United. States’ commercial hatcheries, I®/®- ’ : X ipn„>h 22^  ins'-’ width’ 
isaid period shall be excluded from the and this was an entirely different pro- i^ins - deoth 4 ins ' ■ ’ ’ ’
♦ Four-Basket Crate.—Tapered erids.
All claims are to be filed with the the most part for the improvement of Lj^gp (j„easured perpendicularly).Crates 
undersigned^as HquMator, ^st^ing the j stock and came in duty free. In the (inside dimensions): length, 2 1 ins.; 
_..j _ j j  - .t._ -t_. ^ ^ ' second case, the quality of the chicks^idth at top, 13 ins.; width at bottom,
was entirely a hit and miss proposition, ^  m / u ■
and for the most part they were not top) by 9% by 5 ins.
the type required m this .eountry, but (at bottom), 4% ins. deep (measured 
they also came in duty free, under a perpendicularly). Crates (inside dimen- 
declaration that they were for the im- 1 sions): length, 22 ins.; width, 11 ins.;
provement of stock In other words, b“„¥hcl"baskct and the bushel
It was so easy that Canada became a have been defined as follows:
dumping ground. • The round stave basket shall have a
Two years ago an attempt was made 'S S l^ M ? 'r e T n 's t l “ ‘ and "'halY bl 
to correct matters and the Department j qJ wood veneer staves of
of Agriculture was instrumental in hav- sufficient length to form sides and bot- 
ing adopted as a temporary expedient tom, and with top, inner and outer 
a regulation providing for the free en- hoops and centre ou ter hoop of not less 
a t u- 1 at- a • J t. thao %-inch 111 width, each hoop to betry of chicks that were accompanied by securely nailed and clinched.
a pedigree of breeding. This has not The straight stave bushel hamper 
been entirely, satisfactory, on account shall have a capacity measurement of 
of the difficulty experienced in supply- ^® nearly as practicable one bushel, and
ing the individual pedigree, and thel top, centre and bottom
duty being so small on the cheap chick hoops of not less than %-inch in width, 
the restriction did not work against the each hoop to be securely nailed and 
poor grades as much as was desired, I clinched, 
though the total importations have
been decidedly lessened I B.C. POTATO, SEEDoecn aeciacaiy lesscnea. j AND BULB SHOW
The solution of the problem seeriis
to rest with the United States, and at I Anniwl Event To Be Held At Victoria 
the last annual meeting of the Canad-I This Year
ian National Poultry Record Associa-1 .. , o-.i •November 24th to 2/th, inclusive, are 
tion It was decided to ask that any new ĝ .̂  the British Columbia
regulation respecting the entry of day- Potato, Seed and Bulb Show, which 
old chicks into Canada be based on the will be held at Victoria under the dir- 
accredited hatcheries scheme advocated ection of the Provincial Department
f A * If -T-li' li * with^thc Victoria Chamber of Com­ment of Agriculture. This scheme is n̂ crcc, the British Columbia Certified
gradually taking hold in the United Seed Potato Growers’ Association and 
States, and it is felt in Canada that, the Victoria Cottage Gardeners Assoc- 
when the hatcheries in the United '̂ it’on. . r
r, , , , • On account of the increasing import
States arc prepared to export their ĥc seed industry in this prov
chicks under the -certificate of the Fed- ince, prizes will be given for flower, 
oral Department of Agriculture, no fur- vegetable, cereal, root and grass seed,
ther protective regulations m.ay be nc- hi addition to the usual classes for
, -T>u- .-n w- -11 tabic stock and certified seed potatoes,ccssary. This certification will cover
the breeding of the chicks and the ,iow being prepared and arc about
health of the parent stock. ready for distribution
That sonic stringent regulations arc
necessary is apparent when the dis-I A Canadian National ticket agent in 
ease situation is taken into considcra- following,
tion, and the case with which disease is A man presented himself at the tic 'et
earned and spread by young chicks. j„„ction. 1 told him it was $3.00. He
The accreditation plan in the United said he only had a $2.00 bill but could
States, as proposed, provides for the easily raise the other dollar 
certification of flocks, after rigid in- When he returned with the three dol- 
spcction of individuals and flocks from h'U's “ *̂ d was asked how he got the 
the standpoint of breeding, health and dollar he said.
c-inJi-itiVin "1 went to a pawnbroker and pawned
samuiion.  ̂ „  the $2.00 for $1.50. Then I sold the
The Canadian National Poultry Re- for $1.50. While vou arc
cord Association has coirimuiiicatcd its making out the ticket kindly tell me
ideas to the Provincial Poultry Assoc-| who is out the dollar? 
iations and is \yatching the situation
closely, prepared to make rccommcnda- I Customer: /We you qfiitc sure this
tions to the Department of Agriculture j won't shrink if it gets wet on 
when the United States can guarantee,'*’’ '̂
Having been favoured with instructions 
from Mr. L. E. Taylor, I will sell 
Thy Public Auction, at his residence, 
GLENiyiORE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th,
. all his fine antique furniture and house­
hold effects. Special attention is direct­
ed to this antique furniture offered in 
this sale and it is an opportunity to all 
lovers of antiques, that has not been
• offered here in many years.
ANTIQUES
.Jacobean Sideboard (17th century).
. Jacobean Chest of Drawers (17th cen­
tury).
Jacobean Spice Cabinet (collector’s 
piece).
Queen Anne Drop Leaf Table, oak. 
Queen Anne Round Table, mahogany. 
Grandfather Clock.
Solid mahogany Writing Bureau.
Two Windsor Chairs.
Two Dining Room Tables (Jacobean). 
Jacobean Tables (small), two drawers. 
Seven oak Tables.
' Two oak round top pedestal Tables.
Mahogany Swing Mirror.
' Gilt Oval Mirror.
Sundry odd English Chairs.
CHINA
. 2 Willow Pattern Platters.
2 Willow Pattcrif Vegetable Dishes.
FURNITURE AND EFFECTS 
1 Maxwell Car.
Music Cabinet on leg stand.
Set Verandah Furniture.
• 0.ak Book Case. Settee. 2 Stools.
, 2 Arm Chairs. 3 large Steel Engravings
Wilton Carpet, 11.3 x 10.8, Persian de­
sign.
Large Dinner Service (blue and white) 
—will be sold in two lots.
‘ China and Glassware.
Brass Bed with box spring mattress 
(hair).
Single Iron Bed, Spring and Mattress.
3 small Swing Mirrors.
Book Shelves. Cupboards.




Kitchen Crockery, Tinware, etc., etc.
Furniture •will be on •view on the Tuea- 
‘ day and Wednesday afternoons prior to 
sale fropi 3 p.m. to 6 pjtn., or by ap­
pointment.
Iphotos of Antiques can be had upon 
request.
Sale at 2 p.m.




Compensation Board Draws Attention 
' To Precautions That Should Be 
Used
by its certification, the quality of the | 
chicks put out by the hatcheries.
Mr. Cohen: Mine friendt, effery fire 
company in the city has squirted vatcr 
Ion dot suit.
In a recent circular issued to em­
ployers, the Workmeri’s Compensation 
Board drew attention to the number 
of accidents due to defective ladders 
and stated some precautions that should 
be observed, as follows.
“Accidents on ladders are nearly all 
preventable, yet last year alone 129 
workmen suffered injuries from this 
cause. It cost employers $13,654.18 to 
pay time loss compensation during the 
period of disability. Eight of these 
workmen were left permanently dis­
abled, at a further cost of $23,379.42, 
making a total outlay by employers in 
1925 of $37,033.60 on account of ladder 
accidents. Since 1917 no less than 888 
workmen have sustained injuries in 
this manner. Seven of them, met their 
deaths and 31 others were permanently 
disabled, totally or partially. The com­
pensation cost of those accidents was 
$77,154.18 for time loss, ̂ 49,241.20 for 
permanent disablement and $17,241.30 
for dependents, totalling in all $143,- 
636.68.
“The use of broken or weak ladders, 
or ladders with insecure or missing 
rungs, or those inadequately nailed, is 
dangerous. The materials used in the 
construction of ’ ladders should be of 
first quality, straight grained and en­
tirely free from knots. Rungs should 
be dowelled, mortised or securely fas­
tened by metal supports to the side 
rails, well nailed and strong enough to 
bear any load intended to be put upon 
them. Ladders should be secured a- 
gainst displacement both at the top and 
bottom. On a board floor this can be 
done by nailing a cleat on the floor in 
front of the ladder, or nailing the feet 
rigidly to the floor or having the feet 
of the ladder shod with steel points. On 
concrete or steel floors the top should 
be lashed if possible, and the ladder 
equipped with non-slip feet, never 
steel points. Ladders should extend at 
least two or three feet above the upper 
landing and be securely fastened. 
Loads should be hoisted. It is a dan­
gerous practice to climb with one hand 
while using the other to carry a load.
“We ask that you have your ladders 
thoroughly examined at once to deter- 
rnine their safety. Discard those that 
arc improperly constructed and have 
the others conform to the foregoing 
suggestions and with the Accident Pre­
vention Regulations. We can assure 
you that your efforts in this direction 
will yield a return by preventing long 
periods of pain and suffering to the 
workmen, with attendant loss of 37% 
per cent in their income, and save as 
well a substantial amount of assess­
ments required to be paid by employ- 
crs.
EAST KELOWNA
Although handicapped by thĉ  'wctl 
weather Jonathans arc bciiiK picked | 
while McIntosh are being tiipidly liaiil- 
ed away and packed. We understand 
the K.G.F. are not packing any more 
cratc.s hut are holding them at the own­
ers’ risk. There is considerable grumb­
ling at the Associated Growers insisting 
on grade apples showing at least 
20 per cent colour, hut no doubt in u 
year of a big cron it 'Ss necessary to 
raise the grades. The consumer is cer­
tainly henefitting; he will get an excel­
lent apple for his money.• .« *•
While hauling his fruit one grower! 
lost a truck load when the truck broke | 
througlh a bridge over tlic S.E.K.I.D. 
ditch. He was naturally very indig- 
naiit and tlircatcncd to sue the District, I 
hut he was going after tlic -Wrong party 
as the amendments to the Water Act 
distinctly state the District is not rc-i 
sponsible for the repair or mainten-; 
ance of any bridge or culvert on a high-J 
way.
All the growers who could get off| 
went to town oh Friday to see tlic’j 
Bishop of London, The elders were im-: 
ftressed by the Bishop’s-eloquence; the 
youngsters were more attracted by his | 
cope and mitre; it was their first sight
of all Anglican bishop in full canonicals. J >t*h E PRAIR IE  FRUIT
• * • ' MARKET BULLETIN
D uo-A rt 7 9
M ASTER
M E D IU M
R EPR O D U C IN G
is obtainable in hut one Canadian Piano, 
the world famous MASON & RISCH. 
"DUO-ART’’' brings to you faithfully re­
produced in every detail the playing of 
the leading pianists. We al-so feature this 
wonder mechanism in STEINWAY, 
WEBER and WHEELOCK instruments. 
Demonstrations gladly at your conveii- 
ieiicc.
Mason &  Risch
L IM IT E D
(Factory Branch)
Bernard Avenue, Oppoaite Post Office, KELOWNA
The Rev, C  E. Davis held Iiis month- 
service for children on Sunday last, 
wing to a misunderstanding that he 
was not coming, the congregation was 
smaller than usual. Those who were
(Continued from Page 3)
IS t i , t  wngr ti   135 n,ĝ  ^hjeh is usually of .excellent 
ll r t  l.   r  - „,uch better buy than
present remarked how beautifully clean cmrlr
and tidy the school .was. Of course it| -j,j denmnd for tomatoes is very light 
was always cleaned for school Purposes ^  pHccs are yet at a very
but It was sometimes not cleaned be-| ,^^ level with little hope of any sub­
stantial rccoycry before frost brings 
the season to a close.
Oliyer cantaloupes arc still on the 
market and arc moving out slowdy at 
about $2.00 for all sizes. The cooler ‘ 
weather is very ad̂ versc to the, sale of 
this product. .
The market for local potatoes is still
fore church time, necessitating a hasty 
preparation by the church wardens.
On Wednesday last, Mr. T. L. Gil-l 
lespie got a fright. He was sure he| 
had been found out at last when the 
Provincial Constable drove into. his|
place with that ominous lopk on his ........
face which is preparatory to “Come a-j about $2̂0.o6~dehvercd  ̂ There arc now 
long quietly now, you’d bett/'r make a few “Gems" from Kamloops on the 
no resistance." However, this time it market which wholesale at $1.75 per 
was to arrest two of his pickers on a sack, 
charge of trying to evade paying their Wholesale prices: 
boafd bill. I f  anyone deserves to g6t Apples, McIntosh Red, Fancy,
what is owing to Her it is the lady who $1.75 to ........ ..........-..........$ 2.00
this ;ycar is running the East Kelowna Bulk, about 35 lbs. ......     1.25
pickers’ boarding house. It is an ex- Wealthy, Fancy, $1.50 to ........ 1.60
ceptionally comfortable boarding house q  Grade ............ ............. -.....  L2S
and the girls really enjoy a home away Apples, Gravenstein, wrapped .... 1.50
from home. However, this time it may Apples, Cookers, $1.00 to .........  1.25
have been a misunderstanding as. after (Qrab apples, Hysloip...........    1.50
a night’s incarceration the two pickers Pears, Wrapped, Bartlett, Wash 2.75
collected what Avas coming to them pgars, Flemish Beauty ......   1.50
and paid what was due. Some growers, Peaches, Elberta, $1.20 to .......  1.25
especially orchards mn by companies peaches, J.H. Hales, $1.30 to ........ 1.35
or agents, are rather slow paying pick- piums, Wash., Wickson, crate .... 2.00
ers and the pickers have to go through Italian Prunes, Okanagan ........... .75
a good deal of red tape before they getl Grapes, Thompson’s Seedless .... 2.25
what is due to them. I Grapes, Tokay ....................    2.50
Grapes, Wash., Concord, 5s,
The roads of the district have been j 50c to —.... ....... -... -
much improved this year and kept in I Cantaloupes, B.C., all sizes,
good shape despite the dry weather j $2.00 to 1.... ......... -....
which didn’t give the gravel spread on j Honeydews, lb. ...... .̂...—..........
the roads a chance to be worked in by j Casabas, lb. 
the traffic. It is not in a spirit of j Rhubarb, lb. 
cViticism,-therefore, that we would sug-[ Eggplant, lb, 
gest that the next time the road gang | Green Peppers, suit case .....
IS up here they cut the bushes which 
are encroaching on the K.L.O. grade. It 
is a narrow road at best and the bushes ( 
mask the edge of the ditch.* «  •
Red Peppers, lb.
Green Corn, doz., 25c to .......
Cucumbers, vdoz., 30c to ............
Tomatoes, Field, lu g ... ........ ....
Tomatoes, H.H., No. 1, crate ....
Celery, doz., 75c to ...........
Sweet Potatoes, lb., 5%c to ......
Courier advertisements always bring 
results. One of our pickers advertised . ,
for a purse she had lost and the very Pumpkin, lb. ............
day after the advertisement appeared Hubbard Squasn, 'lb
she found it in the pocket of her sweat-j Gitron, lb..............—
er. , . j \ egetable Marrow, lb. ......... .....
* • • j Head Lettuce, doz. ..................
The Trustees of the S.E.K.I.D. held Cauliflower, doz., $2.25 to .......-  2j75
a meeting on Tuesday. They arranged ” ............
for the holding of the Court of Revis- .................
ion of the Assessment Roll. They had a .............  l oe
long discussion on irrigation tolls, it  Beets, sack, $1.00 to ............ ....  1.25
was Obvious the tolls would have to be ...... ....... ........ 1-2̂
$5.75 or $5.50 per acre foot. They fin- ,
ally decided on the lower figure. This ^panish, crate
charge will be the same for both natural Onions, Okanagan, sack ............. 1.75
flow and storage water. A good deal I ,een,. doz., 15c to .25
of work is included in this which really I ........ ... ............
is capital expenditur_e.and by paying k'^^Ioops. ' Ĝ^̂^̂^̂ 175
2.75
6.50
out of revenue the District will save a 
lo( of interest. The weather is putting 
difficulties in the way of the fall work.
There is two inches, of snow at Stirling I
Garlic, ih. ........................ ..............25
Eggs to Producer, cases returned:
S P K I L L ’S LTD.
Phone 324
G E N E R A L
M ER CH ANTS
FALL FAIR SPECIAL
7-PIECE BERR Y  
SETS ......... ...... 79c
Used Morris C hair.... ,... $5.00
$ 5 .0 0Used Upholstered Wicker Chair .........
Centre Table, “oak” $3.00
KELOWNA
Poultry Association
FLOUR AND FEED STORE 
ELLIS STREET Phone 354
We have some particularly fine loc^ 
WHEAT in stock and suggest to 
our customers that they should se­
cure a supply while it lasts. We 
claim first place for our. LAYING  
MASH and SCRATCH FEED; 
iand we give number one value ih 
BRAN, SHORTS. OATS, CORN 
or anything else in the . feed line;
“OUR BEST,” for which we are 
sole* agents, is the FLOUR that 
makes the real good bread, the 
bread that can truthfully be called 
tiie “Staff of Life.”'
Store open Saturday night.
Creek.
BEST TIME TO PLANT
PEONIES IS IN FALL 47
Plants Will Then Make Some Root 
Growth And Be Ready For 
Spring
The best time to plant peonies is in 
the fall, the earlier the better, so that 
they can make some root growth before 
winter and be ready to go ahead in the 
spring.
In planting, the roots should be set 
in the ground with the topmost eyes 
or buds about two inches, below the 
surface of the soil. The earth should 
be worked well round the roots and a- 
good watering shoujd be given.
Peonies do well in any good garden 
soil that has been fertilized the year 
before, but fresh manure should not 
be allowed to come in contact with the 
roots. After the plants are established, 
a liberal application of bone meal or 
well rotted manure worked into the
soil will give good results
Peonies are suitable for mixed per - ----------------, — . ,
ennial borders, along walks and drives, 4.760 boxes; peaches, J. H. Hales, Phil- 






Fresh Firsts .:............................... 44
Pullet Extras .....   40
Peewees ............;........... ............... 23
Storage Extras .........   ;38
Storage Firsts ............    .33
Poultry, Live, to Shipper:
Light Hens ..........  IS
Medium Hens, 18c to .................... 20
Heavy Hens....... ................   .23
Light Springs......................  20
Heavy Sprimrs ..............................25
Stags .......       .12
Young Ducks ............................... 22
Wholesale, Dressed:
Light Springs ........................  3̂0
Medium Springs ......... 27
Light Hens .................................23
Medium Hens ..............................25
Heavy Hens .........................   -28
Stags ...............   18
The following fruit and produce was 
iniiportcd atA'^ancouver during the week 
ending Sept. 14th, 1926: Apples, Wash., 
32 boxes: pears, Anjou, Bartlett, Wash.,
Adam couldn’t have held the garden 
anyway. Soon or late some Christian 
nation would have discovered oil there.
An amazing plant that grows several 
feet in a few weeks has been di.scover- 
ed in the mountains of Thibet. It is 
a yellow sorrel, growing only at high 
altitudes around 15,000 feet, and a 
patch of the flowers can be seen a mile 
away, like candle flames, against the 
dark*moors. The sorrel is buried under 
the snow until June, when it suddenly 
pushes its way through and reaches a 
height of 8 feet in a few weeks.
“All my success," declared the self- 
made man, addressing a clas.s of stud­
ents, “ I owe to pluck—nothing but 
pluck, pluck, pluck."
“But, please,” asked one of his hear­
ers, “how docs one know the right 
people to pluck?" •
green foliage, in addition to. the flowers, 
being very ornamental until cut down 
bv hard frost.
Mere Man—“ I want to get a present 
for my wife.” •
Nice Clerk—“Would you like to see 
something nice in silk things?"
More Man—"Why—cr-cr yes. But 
let’s tend to the present first.”
.\ critic says modern girls arc just 
educated dollsi “Bobby” admits he 
may be right, but insists they don’t 
squeal “pa-pa,” and "ma-ma” when 
they’re squeezed. '
es, Cal., 2,359 cases; lemons. Cal., lou 
cases; grape fruit, Cal., 80 cases; grape 
fruit, Isle of Pines, 13 cases; grapes, 
Concord, Wash., 939 bskts.. Cal., 6,- 
878 lugs; cantaloupes; Wash., 14 crat­
es; Casabas, Cal., 36 crates; Honey- 
dews, Wash., 65 crates; avocados. Cal., 
1 box; bananas. Central America, 1,- 
789 bunches: pomegranates. Cal., 20 
lugs; eggplant. Wash,, 40 crates; sweet 
potatoes, Cal., .38,010 lbs.; celery. Cal., 
10 crates; cabbage, Wash.. 15 crates; 
head lettuce, Wash., 27 crates; onions. 
Cal., 60 sacks: garlic, Cal., 2 crates; 
peppers, red, 'Wash., 29 pkgs.
H .  W A L D R O N
The Right Price Grocer
• E L L IS  STREET  
SUG AR
1 0  lbs. for .. .... I  ftJP V  
M OLASSES  
1 6  lbs. for ... ....
CORN FLA K E S  
1 0  pkts. for ....
2  lbs. O N T A R IO  r  r  ^  
CH EESE .! .... 9 0 1 /
S H E L L E D  / lA ir t  
W A L N U T S , lb. ^1 1 1 /






C o n d e n s e d  M i l k
15-26
Major Allan Brooks, D.S.O., of Ok­
anagan Landing, who is a member of 
the B.C. Game Conservation Beard, 
has painted a scries of pictures ol birds 
of Eastern Canada, which arc now be
/\ii Irish woman said to her hus­
band, “You told me your work kept 
you late."
"Yes, my dear.”
“Then, how is it Mr. Murphy saw I jng exhibited at the Toronto Exhibition.
game? j ir.jgtcrn naturalists describe them
saw that fellow there myself, and I ’ll I being faithful in detail and lovely in 
admit he looked a lot like me.” I artistic grouping and design."
A child was teasing the kitten when 
her mother remonstrated: “ Phyllis,
the next time you hurt that kitten, I ’m 
going to do the same to you; if you 
hit or pinch it, 1 shall hit or pinch 
you; if you pull its cars, I shall pull 
yours.”
Silence for a moment then: “ Mum­
my, I ’ve pulled its tail.”
A California philosopher expresses 
the hope that in his next incarnation he 
shall be half Irish and half Hebrew. 
“ For" he says, “the Irishman is happy 
as long as he has a dollar, and the He­




got a part of it!




N O T  A  C A R
OH H E N R Y  IB the most popular sellor on the market to­
day and perhaps the best value.
OH H E N R Y  is a Canadian made T E N  C EN T  N U T
M IL K  BAR. ,
A  delicious confection and when cut in slices is even more
delicious.
OH HENRY
A BAR-NOT A CAR
A  SH IPM E N T  O F  L O W N E Y ’S 5 cent BARS. 
A SH IPM E N T  O F  N E ILSO N 'S  5 cent BARS. 
A  SH IPM E N T  O F  G A N O N G ’S S cent BARS.I
A SH IPM E N T  O F  C O W A N ’S 5 cent BARS.
A L L  FRESH 1 A L L  GO OD  I W E  G O T  ’EM  A L L  !
W E  S P E C IA L IZE  IN  PU R E  FOODS
The McKenzie C o ., Ltd,
R IN G  T H E  P H O N E  A N D  ASK  FOR 214
PRESENTATION APPLES
f m  XMAS IN THE m o  COUNTRY
Every year we increase our shipments. W hy is this ?
Because ours is a
SPECIAL PACK
and we guarantee to deliver to any part of Great Britain 
in good condition, or money refunded.
Grimes Golden, per box $4.00 Delicious, per box ..... $4.50
McIntosh Red, per box $4.25 Spitzeriberg, per box $4.50 
Jonathan, per box ...... $4.25 Newtown, per box ...... $4.50
Rome Beauty, per box $4.50
Your friends and relations will appreciate them more than 
ever this, year, as apples are a short crop in England.
O R DER  E A R L Y
Occidental Fruit Go., Ltd,
em qf Its
M A L K I N S l  s t p e d o d ^
B E S T
S0U>EVER1WII£BBIN% 
ANBl^OUND BACKA.OES
Favorite Blend ThQuoands "
M2
CHAMPION LADY BRONCHOBUSTER owes her life to Chiropractic.
After performing at the Monte 
Vista, Colo., Rodeo on August 6 th, 1926, Rose 
Smith could hardly walk, due to spinal injuries 
received when her mount turned a complete som­
ersault and fell on her. As the result of immediate 
Chiropractic adjustments, Miss Smith was able 
to ride at the Pike’s Peak Rodeo on Aug. 19,1926.
Consultation Free.
For your health’s sake, consult-
D r. D. D. H arris
CHIROPRACTOR
2.30 to 5.30; 7 to 8, by appointment. 
LECKIE BLK. Phone 472 KELOWNA, B. C.
THE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAQAN ORCHARDX8T THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1920
I HIS GRACE OF LONDON
VISITS ORCHARD CITY
I SOME t r ib u t e s  t o
CANADIAN PIANISTE
(Continued from page 1.) I Critics Acclaim Gertrude Huntley Green 
 ̂ A b One Of Greatcat Artistco 
Of The Day
kclowma is favoured in being select* 
led as tlK\last town in British Columb*
tional title to the Bible, would .uUl to 
it the one "God, the Kternal Giver."
The old idea, instilled at one time, 
that the Great Creator of All was a
harsh judge, was entirely wrong, noth-. . ^
mg existed that could justify it. Godl‘“ •*' which Madame Gertrude Huntley 
was a most bounteous giver, the very Green will givcia recital (on Thursday,
breath of life was given by him, and October 21st) before leaving to make 
further He wanted all to be happy. , , „ , ,  ,
Xluit was evidenced by His bounteous I , *** New York, where
gifts of fertile soil, fine harvests, and •'» .wider musical sphere is offered to 
iieautiful flowers, and there was no her than is ' possible on the Pacific 
reason why every inhabi.tai.it of the Coast. For many years'Madame Green 
world should not enjoy His blessings, • xr,
and this would come about at the ap- an outst,Hiding figure m Vic-
pointed time.' God was full of love for tofia.'and she Will be greatlyTnissed in 
,1 mankind, which was His own creation, the capital, where she 'has been the 
riiis was shown by his giving His only Lcrvc-cohtrc of fnusi,cftl; activity, 
begotten Son for the redemption of suf- . , ' , ' ,
fcriiig hunumity and sending His Holy The following} quoted comment of 
Spirit to comfort those who believed cmiiiont Critics will !coiivcy some con- 
iii Him. In fact, God kept continually ception of the ,,standing of Madame 
giving and giving and would love His - f
children to the end, and this great love p*̂ *̂ *̂ ”  world of music and will
called for a response.̂  Those who real- forecast the feast of good things that 
ized Iiow greatly they were loved by may be expected upbii the occasion of 
their Great Creator should be ever ficr visit to Kelowna.
ready to offer up thanks to Him. Tt  ̂ ,, _  . , . „  .
Was evident from all points of viejv Leopold Godowsky, by Huncker 
that this beneficent Being, who had termed “a prophet amongst pianists” : 
created all mankind, would not be con- “Gertrude Huntley Green is the most
V  Ws sifted woman pia(.isti have ever heard;
Bishop Ingram went on to say that superlative artistic
for nearly forty years he had worked qualifications that it is no exaggeration 
among the poorer classes of the pop- on my part when I state that she dc-
h i f a  fia!i^ the great and
class of man, woman or child who was M®̂ “ ‘” 8r pianists of our time." 
mcapahle of grasping the goodness of Chas. Courboin, noted Belgian organ-
be«c?"?tc°' "he ° r r . r  duri'n^h" ■/Ger.rndc Huntley Green nnemes.
the Great War, it was shown that sold- tionably ranks among the greatest 
iers even in the most horrible surround- pianists of the century. She has the 
ings Were receptive to the call of finesse of Godowsky, the fire of Pader-
ha‘‘d "?L e ° ;o rm ‘’d T e t ? f r »
trencheŝ  and had asked him to con- ^  distinct individuality that makes 
firm'them. War had demoralized the Micr art transcendent."
soldiers to love their Creator. In fact P̂Avas ad*-;
everything he had come across ih his Judicator at the Okanagan Valley Mus- 
niany years of priesthood convinced ical Festival this year: “ It was an
him that there existed no class of hu-L,ffp-„„_„ _r
man beings who could not understand f  oon pf delights, the visiting art- 
and appreciate religion. It might be creating a profound »>«pressioh.
seen that Mr. Marriage h.id a inan-,siz- 
cd job, and he wa.s well able to take 
care of it.
Advantages Of The New Method
' The advantages of the platoon sy.s- 
tem Weremany, but he could only 
sketch thexili jn  outline; to give them 
in detail would fake up too mut̂ h time.
In the first place, all the available 
space ill the Kelowna Public School] 
was now being fully utilized, a.s there 
was a class in c.ach room, including the 
auditPrjum, and one down at the Man­
ual Training and Dbmcstic Science 
centres all the time. This meant a 
considerable saving in capital expendi­
tures,' as two more classes had been 
added to the number of last year.
Then, each teacher was how permit­
ted to teach the. subject he or she en­
joyed ipost and in wfiich was therefore 
likely to he most expert. Relieved of 
some of the subjects, the teachers were | 
able to study, otfiers and, so become 
specialists, , , ^
Changing from room to room each j 
forty minutes relieved the children and 
teaching from the deadening *monotony | 
usually associated W‘fk the classroom. 
Not only was tlie .subject changed from 
geography, to aft, for example, but the 
entire scene W‘ ®̂ changed and the little | 
walk from roprni'to room prevented 
physical fatigue and provided a respite | 
from mind concentration. .
Equipment prcScirvcd Under tfic I 
platoon system, as it was retained in U 
single room and not shifted about, and 
great economy was also effected, as no 
duplication of globes, maps and other | 
apparatus was necessary.
It was now certain that uB ŝ ubjccts 
were being given their full share of 
time, and the teacher with a hobby or a 
marked aversion to a single subject was 
no longer able to unduly emphasize it | 
or entirely neglect it, as was possible 
under the previous form of organiza­
tion.
Previously, the erring pupil was' 
prone to think that his teacher had a | 
“pick” on him. Sometimes it seeriied 
that, in spite of his best efforts, every­
thing went wrong and he felt that, af­
ter all, the fault vfas in his stars. Now 
he had a new teacher and a new chance
did arise between a certain teacher and 
a pupil, they were not both compelled
showed that they valued their religious today, occupies, an enviable L q f ĵ. ftye hours'
beliefs. Many of these boys had conie position among famous women pianists The child had hooe be-
to him of their own accord for instruc-1 now before the public.” ' ^  ^ ^
tion and advice, and very many of them 
had become his intimate friends. The
same could be said o f girls. It had | PLATOON SYSTEM OF 
been said that “religion was more 
caught than taught,” but the fact was 
that men, women, arid the youth of 
both sexes were alike in being receptive 
to the best ipfjuences of religion. None
cause he had four other teachers who 
riiight understand him , if one did not, 
and the relief for the teacher was equal- I
SCHOOL ORGANIZATION | ly as welcome. It might be urged that
the children did not become as thor- j 
(Continued from Page 1) loughly acquainted with any teacher,
and so could not enjoy the sympathy I
tion and supervision of instruction. The and fellowship that characterized the
for whom he had heldi a series I big schools had play courts or gymnas-I relations under the old system. Tjiere
lums that counted as special rooms. j might be some truth in that, but on 
ocal Adaptation Of The System j other hand there was the benefit of |
[knowing five teachers instead of one.
special mission services, and who had, 
by letter, requested him to continue do­
ing so. In fact, all classes of people
needed the’ help of religion and had the, „  , . , ---- r — ,„.uu iuk i. c iMoic u
capacity of loving their Creator. Kelowna took a lot of planning. No-1 . . i.* j  r
Continuing, Dr. Ingram requested the whole.wdde world, he sup- acquaintanceship continued for
the congregation to attend church ser- t>°®®*̂ » "I®® there a platoon school , in aj hve years instead ° ” ®* 
vices. He would remind them that the [ so small as this, with only j In Kelowna, it was hoped to realize 
worship and praise , of the good God classes under the system. In [the benefits of the advantages enum-
who loved them should not be confined^?^ttle, and again m Vancouver, where) j a had been exolained there 
tp a chosen few and had never been in- h® went last June to study the method, ^ had been explained, tnere
tended to be confined to any one class I had asked the principals ^  draw up j"̂ ^® S°*hg to be niore work m citizen- 
of people. The services of God’s ̂  tentative time table for him, but the j ship than ever before. The standards 
church were not jn'.eant riierely for the mways the same. They gavejof academic work would riot be suffered
“good” person who at^nded them reg- “P; ^here^ deteriorate, but it was hoped to give
ularly, but for all. Even those who by the smallness of theL. . j ..j r h
attended infrequently should be made and the fact that the classes ^
welcome, so that all' in time would ^ o j o  Manual Training and Do- tion in preparation for the Nvork they
come to a complete realization of the  ̂ day at a time, j w*ouid have to do when school days
fact that no one could possess reaH 'Vhere the
mental comfort till he had 'come' To I P>?toon system was in vogue, they had a menipry.
know and love his Creator. He would I Then it was.hoped to enter upon a
appeal specially to parents to set their treated it as any other ) new era so far as extra-curricular acti-
children a good example by attending subject, jvities were concerned. Already a ten*-
church, as children did what their par-j The Kelowna special rooms were jnis tournament was on the w'ay. Super-
d T  ' “ ">1
Dr. Ingram wound up a very appeal- academic rooms in which encouraged not only the ath-
ing address by asking his hearers to be *"®t'̂ “ ‘ d̂on in lete who had already arrived but the
loyal to God and to form one commtm- K "f Subjects taught there. _ Since the lo-) shy little novice who was too backward 
ity of God-loving people, stating thatK^ school was so small, it became ne-)to come forward himself and perhaps 
this would be the,surest means .oi.gct-1 I had never taken part in a group gameiic p t COL liic up.ui iiU - I . -L , t ---r. -'C'---- -----y
t i n < T  t o  k n o w  e a c h  o t h e r  w e l l .  W h e n  ^ u bo i l  _ _ l i - _  r - .  I l e c t .  a s  t h p v  h a i r l  t n  r > 1 o c c « i <aircould honestly call their’ Creatm- d to meef the classes of any kind. He was the one who need-
) "Our Father,” then there wTulTbTTn Hu other special room tea- ed most the sympathetic encourage-
l entirely different, and a much better. subjects did) ment of the teacher and to whom the )
F o V fm s ln rr '^ ^  h «l "tost khtdly feeling. The*** .v-MA-i* .v.witititutiiLV. uuc wnicn 1’r* • \ — «-----— 11?would lead to better co-ooeration for instance, geography must have a , a •
the benefit of all. Of course it needed a day for each class, or five a ®̂ nff had plans for an Armistice Da>
a little struggle on the part of many ” *̂ *” *̂ *̂ '' Pageant, a Canadian history pageant
individuals to recommence attendin'' V’® Kelowna geography tea- and a Christmas concert.
divine service and. other religous dut" Jhe ^̂ ĝ ffesired. too, to throw more
i ics, but it would be found that fhic niusic teacher met his classes as often, I - mm*.. i.*u
fort would be well repaid by the*fceling '̂ “ ‘ j* was obvious that five peri9ds a I responsibility upon th e children o 
that a loving Creator was noaier and not be given to music, so their own behaviour, as that was the
the whole aspect of things changini? uf-i take other work. Here it only safe way to make good citizens, 
for the better in consequence. On a told what was being carried helped, but the teachers waii-
larger scale it would-be found that waT̂ escoirnTd.''̂  Besides*̂  m̂^̂  ̂ the boys and girls to feel that they
.go r jo  know m urim dSLnT the*̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂ been laid were, on their own and not that they
who'had brought them into bcini? wrr bmi. He was taking reading, were to do the goose step at the crack
|would^not bep*ossib!e. .In fact. theTmy | and a ld X 'b n te rn ! I principal’s whip.hone for the vvnrlrl In prage ana the curtain and the lantern,
g S c l  of ‘^ir- ‘ ‘Vn"[ ’ in
God’s own time bnim universal neaco audience situation provid-
In a poorly organized school or in 
one witli indifferent teachers the iiitro-hfinc' iiiiiv'f-rcxl •> >- vviiii aii ci ui ii  u ii  r o v i u - I ''mih inumv-ivm.
• 'T T -oi ed, and thus accustom them to reading duction of the platoon system wouldCommemorative Tree Is Planted. , , . . I Î 'ô n jbe platform. They were also ex-) j,i hopeless confusion within a
At the conclusion of the service, the pcctcd to do studying there under sup- t,- n-
Bishop of London performed a simple ervision. The auditorium teacher Tbc Kelowna staff, ho .
hut interesting ceremony, the planting also the librarian, and to him the pupils Miad taken hold with enthusiasm and 
at the south-east corner of the church were instructed to apply for help in) were striving to make the system a 
c ®P*'” ce. the gift of Chief choosing hooks for reading or for pro- success. They were all following the
ot 1 olice Thonias. In asking him to jeet work. The reading lessons might , , cnrTp-actmns nrrfnilv and
dp this. Rev. C. E. Davis. Rector of be dramatized and the singing taken ® . s^effcstions carttully a
St. Michael and All .‘Vngels. expressed with an eye to school entertainments were putting in much overtime in then 
the regret of all that his lordship’s visit °r Public concerts. It would thus he endeavour to get away to a good start.
Cylinder Compression r faulty set of piston rings in one cyl-
AIl cylinders in an automobile iiider will cause an engine to run 
should liave equal compression. A I irregularly.
could only he such a verv short one, 
and the hope that he would he able to 
^yisit Kelowna. He also tliankct 
JJishop Ingram for having taken so 
great An interest in the welfare of the 
church and its congregation, stating 
that the prayers of .all would accompany 
him on Ills travels throughout the Em- 
pirc. To this the Bishop replied that 
the visit to Kelowna, though short, hat 
been a very great pleasure to him, and 
he only regretted that lie could not 
spend two or three months here He 
was thankful that he had been of some 
use to (he people aijd would always 
take a great interest in their welfare. 
He then handled the spade tendered 
him in vigorous style and commenced 
the planting of the tree, but in a jok­
ing manner asked others to finish the 
jol). several of those wlio witnessed the 
cercinony complying with this request.
Directly afterwards Bishop Ingram 
repaired to the Parish Hall, where a 
number of the parishioners of St. 
Michael and All Angels had an opport­
unity given them of speaking with him.
In the final analysis, though, conclu- 
aiul then was driven to tlie home of | ded Mr. Lees, no school enterprise
Archdeacon and Mrs. Greene, wht̂ re) success without the support
ac had tea before leaving on s.s. "Sica- , .• c -u 4. . , . , ,1
inous” for Penticton. The departure co-opcration of the parents, and
of the steamer was delayed so as to that waS why he had to thank them 
allow him more time in Kelowna, hut) for the opportunity afforded to ja.v 
many were disappointed at the short-)tjj(. details of the system before them
had met him in previous years in the h"'^ crave their fullest assi.stancc am 
Old Country or on overseas service.) wbole-hcartcd co-operation. (Applause) 
Wliilc still vigorous, both his delivery) After Mr. Lees had been cordially 
and his mannei' showed that the in-) thanked for his interesting address, the
to tell, and that this voyage throughout 
the Dominions, where his time is also 
fully taken up, is proving no easy task 
for one whose whole life has heciT spent 
in active work for Ids fellow men. He 
expressed himself as immensclv pleased 
at his reception here, also at the large 
attendance at the c'hurcli service and
made very coinplimentarv n’------tioiis
on the singing of the cliurcli choir. To 
many he expressed the hope that he 
i)c able to revisit this province
Too Much Of A Good Thing
John: “ I just bought a suit with two 
pair of punts.”
Jim: “Well, how do you like it?”
John: ‘‘l’’iiie, only it's too hot wear 
ing two pair.”
A vaudeville headliner plays the
and the Okanagan V'allcy. ami .stated) piano with his feet, proving once more 
Ills intentian to tr,v to do so. tliat music comes from the sole.
NOW TH A T ’S SETTLED. A Bit Ruffled Up. In Fact
Teacher-—“Give me three‘proofs that 
the world is not flat.”
Willie—“All right. You say so; my 




You’ll (loon be out looldug for game 
that makca man oppreclato a good 
hunting riflet
Have you seen the 
6.5 M ANNUCHER ?
It has every desirable feature of a 
game rifle.' Light to c,arry, 
weighs only 6)^ lbs., has unlimited 
power, perfect balance and bolt ac- 
. tion.
This is (the gun used by. Mr. Fred 
Shaver and other big game hunters 
and guides.
PRICE - $65.00 
and guaranteed to be the genuine 
^Mannlichcr and Schoenfiuer rifle. 
W cjiavc a large stock of USED 
GUNS and can assure you of a sat­
isfactory choice. 
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Guns Repaired. Guns Rented.
SPURPIER'S
"How did the family act when you 
broached tlie subject of our engage­
ment?”
’’Well, she replied, after a tnoinent’s 
reflection, ‘just like a flock of birds.”
"BirdsI How?”
“ Dad went up in the air; Mother 
flew into tlic haHc room; my hrotlicr 
lit on inc, and 1 didn’t get a peep out 
of Aunt Jane all evening.”
F ire ) F ire !
According to the report of the 
Fire Marshal, there were 1.674 
fires in British Columbia in 
1925. causing a loss of 
$4,176,841.00.
Supposing that this average is 
laintained,m , we may expect over 
20 fires in Kelowna and district 
betyyccn now and this time next 
year. We may have more, we 
may liave less, but why take 
chances when insuraheo rates 
arc reasonable.
•’IN SU R E  IN  SUR E  
-  IN SU R A N C E  ”
W ITH
WILKINSON &  PARE!
Bernard Avenue Phone 254
F E A T U R IN G
W O M E N ’S, M ISSES’, JU N IO R  A N D  
S M A L L  W O M E N ’S STYLES.
JO H N N O R T H  W A Y  S A Y S : — The sky is our limit for 
quality. But we come back to earth for the price!
New Fabrics for Fall
A R E  M O RE P L IA B L E  
A N D  M O RE SU B T LE
“DRESS CQATS,” says Fash­
ion, “are, richest when embell­
ished with fur,” Certainly, too, 
have our displays of new fall 
coats complied with her dic­
tates, for fur has been most de- 
coratively employed, with the 
result that each model carries 
some individual mark of dis­
tinction, The silhouette, in its 
many new ways, î  amply re­
presented and, aided by an at­
tractive price range, affords 
practically every woman a be­
coming choice at a price in ac­
cord with her idea of expendi­
ture. Prices from-—
$ 2 1 .0 0  $ 6 5 .0 0
MATERIALS so much in vogue this season are Tweeds, Pointex, 
Lainville, Velours, Suedes, Chinchilla, Plaids. FUR TRIMMINGS 
are Mink Thibetine, Grey Fox, Mink Mandel, French Coney, Kolin­




This is shown in new novelty 
patterns called tweed knit. This 
coat is in straight line effect with 
the popular clipped wool trim­
ming, also brushed wool trimmed. 
Suitable for any occasion, for tra­
velling, business or general utili­
ty, a nice variety of shades and 
patterns: This modish coat will 
be good for early fall wear.
Priced at-
$19.75
T H O M A S  LA W S O N , LT D .
KELOW NA, B. 'c.PHONE 215
